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ABSTRACT
OBSTACLES TO STUDENT TEACHER REFLECTION: THE ROLE OF PRIOR
SCHOOL EXPERIENCE AS A BARRIER TO TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
MAY 1991
ROBERT W. SMITH, B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Lawrence F.

Locke

The purpose of this study was to explore the influence of
student teachers* prior school experiences on their learning
to teach. Specifically, the two goals of the study were:

(a)

to describe student teachers* prior school experiences and,
(b) to provide an intervention in the form of an opportunity
to reflect on those experiences. The participants were
social studies student teachers who planned to teach in the
following semester. Six trainees were interviewed
individually about their prior school experiences and the
connections they saw with their role as a trainee. A support
group was established in which the participants shared their
experiences and in which specific topics were explored in
greater depth. Finally, at the end of the support group

vi

meetings, the student teachers again were interviewed
individually.
Data were examined for indications of the influence of
prior school experiences (a) on student teachers’ beliefs
about teaching,
teachers’

learning and education, and (b) on student

beliefs about self worth and abilities. Within the

latter category, the influence of schooling on the formation
of trainees’ gender identities was examined. The data
provided strong support for the influence of prior school
experience both on trainees’ beliefs about teaching and on
their beliefs about self worth.
Oppression theory,

including both gender relationships

and the dominant/subordinate power relationship of teacher
to student, was provided as a framework through which the
participants could re-evaluate their school experiences.
Reflecting on their earlier school experiences encouraged
participants to be more conscious of the negative ways in
which their development had been limited by their schooling.
Post intervention interviews showed greater awareness and
concern about the need to treat their own students in ways
that would be fully respectful of students*
abi1ities.

identities and
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Only as we come to view our own actions and
preferences as products of historical as well as
biographical forces, rather than as natural or
inevitable, can we escape the ideological
assumptions that underlie teaching practices, and
engage in reflective teaching (Berlak & Berlak,
1987, p. 175).

This study deals with the issue of how to create more
thoughtful and creative teachers. This is a topic which has
attracted the attention of both researchers and teacher
educators concerned with developing a more reflective
teaching practice.
The study analyzed an aspect of reflection that has
received little attention: the role that student teachers*
own prior school experiences play in their development.
Student teachers were asked to reflect on their own prior
school experiences as a tool for clarifying thinking.

Support for Reflective Teaching
Teacher educators concerned with developing a more
reflective teaching practice have sought to encourage
teachers to be more thoughtful and self evaluative. A
reflective teaching practice is seen as offering benefits to
both teachers and students: examining teaching practices may
lead to an improvement in the quality of teaching as well as
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to the development of a basis for teacher growth and
empowerment.
As ordinarily used, the word “reflection" refers to a
cognitive process of reviewing and evaluating previous
actions. Different understandings exist, however, of what
teachers and student teachers are to reflect on. These range
from a fairly narrow concern with questions of means to
achieve given goals (Cruickshank & Applegate,

1981), to much

broader questions of the role of the education system in the
larger political structure (Ginsburg,

1988; Smyth,

1989).

The context within which teachers work, and
particularly the demands on teachers’ time, are important
factors that control and constrain the achievement of a
reflective teaching practice.

From the vantage point of the

teacher educator, however, the fundamental problem in
preparing new teachers to be reflective, and in encouraging
veteran teachers to adopt a more thoughtful approach to
their work, are basic instructional questions: Why do
teachers not reflect? How is the habit of reflection
acquired? Why is it difficult for some and easy for others?
What methods best encourage reflection in novice and veteran
teachers and what support is needed to sustain a reflective
practice?
Although there is a large body of literature supporting
the value of student teachers reflecting on their practice
(Beyer,

1984; Ferguson,

1989; Garman,
2

1986; Goodman,

1987;

Gore,

1987; Howey & Zimpher,

1989; Ross,

1989), there are

only a small number of empirical studies.

In addition, the

focus of much of the existing research is limited to how
teacher education programs can be designed to make student
teachers reflect.

Little attention has been given either to

the nature of the process of reflection or the factors which
encourage or inhibit it’s use. Notwithstanding these
limitations, an array of interventions have been proposed as
means to facilitate reflection: these include journals
(Bolin,

1988), peer teaching (Morine-Dershimer,

portfolios and peer partnerships (Richert,
studies (Roth,

1989),

1987), case-

1989), and action research projects and

ethnographic studies (Zeichner & Liston,
On the whole,

1987).

research on reflection has lacked a

strong analytical basis. A striking example of this defect
is the fact that the fundamental question of why student
teachers have difficulty reflecting has received little
attention. Only in studies of teacher socialization (Lortie,
1975; Ross,

1987; Zeichner & Gore,

1990) and the

publications of a small number of scholars who have taken a
more analytical approach (Ball,
1989; Feiman-Nemser,
Liston,

1989; Bolin,

1983; Hollingsworth,

1988; Buchmann,

1989; Zeichner &

1987) is there any recognition of student teachers’

prior school experience as an obstacle in learning to teach
and as an impediment to the development of a reflective
teaching practice.
3

The lack of attention to analysis has led to reflective
teaching becoming a common slogan used by teacher educators
holding diverse perspectives and commitments (Zeichner &
Liston,

1990).

I suggest that a more complete analysis of

why student teachers have difficulty reflecting is required,
incorporating some of the insights of the recent research on
teacher socialization. Teacher socialization research
studies the process of becoming a member of the society of
teachers and thus identifies a number of past and present
influences on student teachers1 development.
The focus of this present study is on the influences of
prior school experience on student teachers thinking and
actions.

I use the term "reflection" to refer specifically

to the process of recalling and re-evaluating prior
experience. Thus, the word as used in this report is
distinguished from it's more general use as earlier defined,
that of thinking about or evaluating teaching actions that
have just been performed. My concern is with the way in
which earlier experiences act to limit and condition
responses and with the possibility of freeing action from
these earlier patterns by reflecting on such experiences.
With particular regard to student teachers, my concern is
with their own prior school experiences and how those events
now serve to shape and limit their thinking as a teacher.
Work as a supervisor of student teachers informed my
interest in reflective teaching. Thus,
4

I have sought to

encourage the development of teaching practices that engage
students in their learning, particularly in what they find
meaningful and helpful

in sorting out their values and what

they perceive as important. One consequence of that process
has been a growing recognition of how difficult it is not
only for student teachers to implement the different
teaching methods to which they had been introduced in their
teacher education program, but also to reflect fruitfully
about problems they encounter in doing so.
Watching others learn to teach also reminded me of my
own earlier years of teaching,

remembering that I too had

operated from largely unexamined notions about what
constituted good teaching. Thus, through thinking about my
own experience of learning to teach, the problems which were
persistently observed in my student teachers, and from the
questions which the research on learning to teach did not
adequately address,

I became increasingly interested in the

topic of what inhibits teacher reflection.

It seemed

apparent to me that what was needed was a more analytical
approach to the problem of reflection than existed in much
of the research.
The present study of student teacher reflection is
based on a view which recognizes that it is impossible to
make sense of the details of education without paying
attention to the larger whole.

In trying to understand why

student teachers have difficulty reflecting,
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I suggest that

we have to explore conceptions of education and,
particular,

in

relationships of education to society which may

bear directly upon the beliefs which undergraduates hold
about teaching. To that end, the following section outlines
three fundamental perspectives on the relationship of
education to society.
Relationship of Education to Society
Three main perspectives on the relationship of
education to society have been identified, the
functionalist, the interactionist and the critical view.
These also have been described as the traditional,

liberal

and the radical approach Giroux (1983). The functionalist
view of society, as supported by Parsons (1949), emphasizes
the importance of structural continuity. The concern is with
ensuring that new members are taught the traditions, values
and beliefs essential for establishing loyalty and the
continuity of society. The second view, the interactionist
perspective, has its*
(1929); Kant,

roots in the philosophy of Husserl,

(1876); and Mead (1934). Rather than people’s

behavior being determined by the requirements of the
society, this view focuses on the active role that
individuals are able to take in creating meaning. Finally
the critical view argues that interaction has to be
understood in terms of the larger social and political
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context and particularly as influenced by relationships of
domination and inequality.
The perspective guiding this present study is that of
the critical view. Critical theorists (Althusser,
Bowles & Gintis,

1976; Giroux,

1971;

1983; McLaren & Hammer,

1989)

see that the inequalities of the larger society are mirrored
in the institution of schooling. Among those who accept this
fundamental proposition, however, there are differences
between those theorists who see schooling as determined by
and serving to reproduce the inequalities of the larger
society, and those who, while acknowledging the operations
of power and privilege, also recognize the value of
educators working for social and educational change.

It is

the latter emphasis on emancipatory interests that inspires
this study.
The analysis offered here argues that the problem of
reflection is not an isolated problem specific to student
teachers. A dialectical

relationship is assumed to exist

between the individual and social structure,
predominant cultural belief in individualism.

rejecting the
In seeking to

understand why student teachers have difficulties
reflecting, attention is directed to the level of social and
political forces, and to the role of education in promoting
or hindering reflection. The problem of reflection is thus
viewed in the context of students* position within the
larger social structure and specifically their limited
7

rights and power. The problem of student teacher reflection
is thereby defined as being as much a question about the
operation of power in society as it is a specific question
about the skills and abilities of student teachers.
The problem of reflection is located within an analysis
which pays attention to the role of social structure in
shaping student identity or subjectivity.

Identities, or our

beliefs about ourselves, are not created in a vacuum: We are
not free to be who we wish.

Identities are shaped by the

larger social structure, and particularly by the operations
of power. One of the main societal

institutions shaping

identity through the exercise of power in dominant and
subordinate relationships is education.
Student teachers enter the role of trainee teacher
after having spent many years in education as students.

In

addition to learning subject matter knowledge, schools
provide students with messages both about their own self
worth and abilities and those of others. Furthermore, as
Goodman (1987) argues, the teacher is "an agent of culture,
one who consciously or unconsciously transmits societal
norms and values to our children" (p. 31). Schooling
provides students with messages about their own identity,
about education and learning, and about the larger society.
Because students are relatively powerless, they often come
to believe and internalize these messages.

8

Role of Prior School Experience
The study explores the idea that student teachers’
prior school experience may act as an important obstacle to
reflection. The two aspects of prior school experience
investigated were (1) student teachers’ beliefs about
education and learning, and (2) beliefs about their own self
worth and abilities. Reflecting on both these aspects of
prior school experience may provide a vital

link to the

development of teaching practices which promote social and
educational change, and which challenge relationships of
domination and exploitation.
Beliefs about Education and Learning
Student teachers come to teacher preparation programs
having spent many years in classrooms watching teachers
teach.

Prior school experiences provide students with

beliefs and assumptions about how teachers teach, the
students’

role in learning and the purpose of schooling.

Trainees enter teacher preparation programs not as blank
slates waiting to be filled, but with already formulated
ideas about education and learning.
One of the main models of teaching that operates in
education and which many students have experienced,
of the banking concept (Freire,

is that

1981). When education is

defined as banking, students are viewed as empty vessels,
and the role of the teacher is understood to require little
more than filling them up. The place of the student is
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passive and subordinate, with learning being defined as an
act of memorizing and repeating the teacher’s words. When
student teachers have been subjected to years of such
schooling, the subsequent problems rest not only in the
strong probability that their intelligence and sense of self
have been undermined by being treated as repositories for
what teachers know,

but also in the fact that this model of

classroom practice also will be the one with which they are
most familiar when thinking about their future role as a
teacher.
It may be argued that if teacher educators are
concerned with the impact of teacher preparation programs on
trainees, then it is essential to pay attention to students’
pre-program beliefs about education and learning. This would
appear to be especially true for teacher educators concerned
with changing schools. Without attention to pre-program
beliefs it is difficult to know what sort of impact teacher
education programs can be expected to have on trainees.
Beliefs about Self Worth and Abilities
In addition to shaping beliefs about education and
learning, prior school experience plays an important role in
constituting students’ sense of identity. Students not only
learn subject matter knowledge in schools, they also learn
about their own worth and abilities. Schooling provides
students with important messages about themselves and their
peers.
10

One of the first lessons that students learn is that
they are relatively powerless. Giroux (1983) states "Most
students exercise little power over defining the education
experiences in which they find themselves"

(p.

194).

Students are legally required to attend school. They have
little control over much of their learning,

including what

is learned, how learning takes place and how they are
evaluated. Teachers* evaluations are not neutral. Students
are judged and labelled. These labels, whether it be "top
track,"

"weak student,"

"college prep." etc, provide

students with a sense of who they are, their self worth and
abilities. Schools play an important part in constituting
students* subjectivities and thereby influencing students’
life chances. Students have little power either to challenge
teachers* evaluations or to influence the process upon which
they are based.
In addition to the lack of power that students as a
whole experience, students are differentially treated
according to factors of race, class and gender (Fuller,
1980; McRobbie,
Weiler,

1978; Ogbu,

1988; Weis,

1988; Sleeter & Grant,

1988; Willis,

1988;

1977). The inequalities of

the larger society are reflected in the way in which black,
working-class and female students have traditionally been
discriminated against in education. While students as a
whole have little power, female students, working-class
students and students of color are doubly oppressed.

The beliefs student teachers hold about teaching and
learning are not separate from the beliefs about their own
self worth. Trainees are likely to have a strong emotional
attachment to their beliefs about education and learning,
related to their own experiences, as learners. Students’
"successes" and "failures" may therefore act as major
obstacles to their abilities to reflect on and critically
evaluate both their own experiences as a learner and the
methods of teaching that they experienced. Moreover,
students’

lack of power also leads them to accept as natural

and normal,

both their own experience as a student, and the

larger assumptions about learning and education.
educators are to be successful

If teacher

in introducing students to

new ideas, they must attend to students’ prior learning
experiences and particularly to the messages students
received about their own abilities as learners.
There are a number of consequences of the view that
schooling shapes students’ subjectivities as well as their
beliefs about learning and education. First, teacher
education programs must help trainees address their own
taken-for-granted beliefs about learning and education.
Student teachers need to be made aware of the power that
teachers exercise over students, to realize that education
is not just a value-free process of conveying subject matter
knowledge.

In particular, trainees need to recognize the way

in which forces of class,

race and gender influence the
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learning relationship. Second, trainees should reflect on
and critically evaluate the way in which their own
subjectivities have been shaped by their prior school
experiences. Student teachers already have spent many years
in school settings. Teacher education programs can help
students become aware of how their prior experience may now
be limiting their thinking and their abilities.
Privileged Identity Formation
One of the particular interests of this study is to
better understand the experiences of schooling for people
with at least one social

identity of privilege, white males

of both working-class and middle and upper-class
backgrounds. Support for the view of schooling as
contributing to the oppression of students of color,
working-class and female students,
theory (Giroux,
1988).

is provided by critical

1983) and critical feminist theory (Weiler,

Following Willis (1977) study of working-class "lads

and their resistance to middle-class values of the school,
other studies have concentrated on female students and
students of color, documenting similar acts of resistance
(Fuller,

1980; Ogbu,

1988; Weis,

1990).

My concern with the role of schooling in privileged
identity formation is twofold: first, as a white middleclass male I was interested in how other students with
similar identities had experienced schooling. Second,
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in

writing about issues of oppression, critical theorists have
largely ignored questions of their own privileged identities
as white males. More generally, the identity formation of
people with privileged identities has been almost ignored in
the work of critical theory.
I suggest that it is important to understand the
identity formation of people with privileged identities; to
know how people are socialized into positions of privileged
identities. What is the nature of the interaction between
the individual and social structure in the formation of
privileged identities? Are there pressures upon white males
to conform to an identity or stereotype and what role does
education play in this process? Moreover, what role are
people with privileged identities able to play in social and
educational change work? Too often in the work of critical
theorists, questions of power and identity have been treated
as external problems,

ignoring the researchers’ own

identity.
It is essential to pay attention to the formation of
privileged identities both in order to better understand
men’s development and to further our understanding of the
oppression of women. Our understanding of why men oppress
women is largely restricted to the view that men oppress
women to obtain privileges. This view, however,

ignores the

research on socialization and identity formation,
the roles of family, peer group, school,

14

including

religion and media

in reinforcing traditional male and female identities.

It

also ignores the growing body of research and literature on
Men’s Studies.
I suggest that an important link in the understanding
of the way in which men oppress women and other targeted
groups, may be located in the way boys are mistreated by
society and in the violence boys commit against each other.
While feminist theorists have rightly challenged the
traditional oppressive identity that men have imposed on
women, there is only a slight awareness of the limiting
effects of traditional views of masculinity for men and for
women.
Most of the ideas for social and educational change
proposed by critical theorists have placed the
responsibility for change on targeted groups.

Little

attention has been given to the question of the
responsibilities of people with privileged identities. How,
for example, are teachers,

both male and female to work with

students of privileged identities? How are teacher educators
to work with students of privileged identities? I suggest
that part of the reason why the question of privileged
identities has been overlooked is that many of the educators
concerned with social and educational change are themselves
members of privileged groups and whose own privileged
identities have remained invisible. Those of us with
privileged identities have to be able to recognize the
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insights and limits of our identities. Only by paying
attention to our power and privileges will we be able to
devise ways of “being in the classroom" that respect
different identities and work with students of privileged
identities.
Kimmel and Messner (1989) provide an explanation for
the invisibility of gender to men:

"the mechanisms that

afford us privilege are very often invisible to us" (p. 3).
They describe the way in which white people rarely think of
themselves as "raced" people, that race is rarely seen as a
central element in their experience.

In contrast, for people

of color who are marginalized by race,

"the centrality of

race is both painfully obvious and urgently needs study"
(p.

3). They suggest that,

in the same way that white people

don’t see themselves as raced,

"men often think of

themselves as genderless, as if gender did not matter in the
daily experiences of our lives" (p. 4). Sleeter (1989) in
writing about multicultural education and the role of white
educators, similarly notes,
whites]

"this issue [of what to do with

is rarely addressed in the literature on

multicultural education and virtually never in the practice
of multicultural education" (p. 66).
As a starting point,

it is important for white male

educators interested in social change, to acknowledge and
pay attention to our own identities and particularly how our
identities both limit and assist our work. As a white
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middle-class male my subjectivity both offers me insights
and at the same time sets limits on my ability to understand
others, particularly targeted groups.

In addressing our own

privileged identities we may then be able to recognize our
connection to other white males and to the "oppressors."
This would help to overcome the dualistic and simplistic
analysis of "oppressor" and "oppressed" in which the
researcher’s own identity is often assumed to be
unproblematic.

Educators who have privileged identities can

take responsibility for working with students with
privileged identities to achieve social and educational
change.
In choosing to direct more attention to the white male
experience of schooling than to the female experience,

I am

not suggesting that women’s experience is any less important
to understand. My own identity as a white middle-class male
and the lack of attention to the role of schooling in white
male identity formation leads me to pursue this topic.

I

suggest that understanding the way in which males are
socialized and mistreated, provides a crucial

link to

understanding and stopping men’s oppression of women.
In writing about social change and oppression I need to
acknowledge, and be attentive to, my own conditioning as a
white middle-class male. Given the ways in which we have all
been trained to acquire certain beliefs, assumptions and
ways of acting,

both in terms of our own identities and
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those of others, how can education help people to reclaim a
fuller sense of themselves?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to further our
understanding of the problem of prior school experience in
the process of reflection for student teachers. The study
employed the following questions:
1. How do student teachers describe their prior school
experiences?
2. What is the role of prior school experience in a student
teachers* thinking about education and learning?
3. How does prior school experience affect student teachers’
identity, thereby creating obstacles to their abilities
to be reflective?
4. What is the potential value of student teachers
reflecting on their prior school experience in the context
of a support group?
Through interviews, student teachers were provided with
an opportunity to talk about their prior school experience.
The interview data provided insight into the participant’s
prior school experience and the ways in which that was
affecting their thinking as a trainee. Through the use of a
support group, the research also explored the value of one
approach to working with student teachers’ prior school
experience.
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Significance of the Study
The study is significant for the following reasons.
First, there have been few studies of student teachers’
prior school experiences. Although many studies have
recognized the importance of this topic, we have few first
hand accounts. We do not know how student teachers have
experienced school before entering teacher training.
Second, most of the current research on reflection
excludes an analysis or understanding of why reflection is
problematic for student teachers. The existing research has
been concerned with ways to make student teachers reflect
without addressing the question of why student teachers have
difficulty reflecting. There simply has been no empirical
attention given to the question of what the obstacles to
reflection may be. Using the perspective of critical theory,
this study analyzes the role of prior school experience as
an obstacle to student teacher reflection.
Third, while there is a growing body of literature in
support of the importance of prior school experience as an
influence on a student teacher’s thinking, there have been
few suggestions about how to work with prior experience.
This study explores the value of one approach to working
with prior school experience.
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CHAPTER 2
SCHOOLING AND IDENTITY FORMATION
Schools do not merely teach academic subjects, but
also, in part produce student subjectivities or
particular sets of experiences that are in
themselves part of an ideological process.
Conceptualizing schooling as the construction and
transmission of subjectivities permits us to
understand more clearly the idea that the
curriculum is more than just an introduction of
students to particular subject disciplines and
teaching methodologies; it also serves as an
introduction to a particular way of life (Giroux,
1988, p. 188).
This chapter explores the different perspectives on the
relationship between schooling,

identity formation and the

larger social structure. This exploration provides support
for the particular perspective of critical theory which
informs this study. Within the critical perspective there
are two main views on the role of schooling in shaping
student identity: studies that have emphasized the role of
schooling in reproducing the inequalities, beliefs, and
values of the larger economic and political system, and
those that have emphasized the ability of students and
teachers to resist exploitation and to work to produce
social and educational change. This study is guided by the
latter view. Consequently, considerably more attention is
given to theories of production than to reproduction
theories.
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The specific interest of this chapter is in the role of
schooling in white male identity formation. There are few
studies of schooling and white male identity formation.
Willis’s (1977) ethnography of a group of working-class boys
was crucial to initiating further research on the effects of
schooling on the formation of students’

identities,

including race and gender.
My interest in the identity formation of white males
relates to my own identity as a white middle-class male.
Furthering our understanding of the identity formation of
privileged groups, and of the role of schooling in this
process,

is crucial to both men’s development and to ending

the oppression of women. As a person of privileged
identities, the chapter also addresses the role researchers
with privileged identities are able to play in social and
educational change.

I argue that those of us with privileged

identities ought to acknowledge and be attentive to both the
insights and limitations that we bring to our study.
Similarly in our work as educators,

it is essential for

those of us with privileged identities to have critically
reflected on our own identity formation.
Finally, the chapter considers the implications for
teacher preparation programs of white male identity
formation. The women’s movement and feminist educators
provide a model for social change,

including a pedagogy for

female students. Some of these ideas can be incorporated
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into a pedagogy which encourages change for students of
privileged identities. Critical

reflection on prior

experience, and re-evaluation of the limits imposed by prior
experience,

represents a central

idea of such a pedagogy.

Through reflecting on prior school experience trainees
can become aware of how their identities have been shaped.
In this way trainees with privileged identities may be less
likely to promote limiting definitions of masculinity for
their students. The chapter concludes with some suggestions
for how educators concerned with social change, can help
students reclaim their gender identities.

Relationship of Education to Society
There are three main views on the relationship of
education to society, the functionalist, the interactionist
and the critical theory. These views have also been referred
to as the traditional,

liberal and radical approach (Giroux,

1983).
Functionalist Perspective
The functionalist view conceives of education as having
a central

role in citizenship education and in the

continuation of society.

Functionalists believe that one of

the prerequisites for society to exist is that people share
a common set of core values. These core values are what
holds society together. One of the main functions of
education is responsibility for transmitting the common
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cultural heritage to the new generations. This includes
teaching such values as honesty, hard work,

individualism,

achievement orientation and respect for the system of
representative democracy.

In describing the connection

between social movements and the establishment of American
schools,

Popkewitz (1987) writes,

"schooling evolved where

Northern business interests accepted the new tax burden for
schooling .

.

. The high school was to socialize the child,

teach citizenship and fit the child for an expanding
industrial frontier"

(p.

9). Through the transmission of a

core culture, education is seen as playing a central

role in

the promotion of consensus.
Support for the functionalist view can be seen in
statements by William Bennett (1986). Bennett’s views on the
importance of education in promoting consensus are clearly
conveyed in his argument that history ought to be given a
more central
argues,

role in the school curriculum. History, Bennett

"is organized memory, and memory,

in turn,

glue that holds our political community together"

is the
(p.

5). As

a way to offset what he claimed is a serious decline in the
status of history in schools, Bennett proposed "an
intellectual

initiative designed to transmit our social and

political values, to generate individual

intelligence, and

to provide our young people with the perspective they need
to function effectively in today’s world"
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(p.

7).

Interactionist Perspective
In addition to the explicitly stated goals of education
in transmitting cultural values, there are those who have
pointed to the implicit or hidden curriculum of education
(Vallance,

1973).

Interactionists reject the functionalist

view with its attention to the formal curriculum of
schooling. They argue,

instead, that to understand what goes

on in schools we must look beyond the explicitly stated
goals of the curriculum and school to examine actual
behavior. They claim that numerous beliefs and values are
transmitted through education which are never explicitly
acknowledged as part of the formal curriculum. The focus of
interactionist studies is on the way in which students and
teachers are involved in negotiating and constructing
meanings.
Studies by Lacey (1970) and Hargreaves (1972) argued
that students have an active role in the construction of
their own identities.

Similarly Keddie (1971) documented the

different ways teachers defined and treated students from
different school tracks. Keddie concluded that rather than
ability providing the rationale for the differences in
treatment, such disparities appeared to have more to do with
whether students were able to work within the framework that
the teacher constructed. Ball and Goodson (1985) further
argued that not only do teachers shape students’

identities,

but that students have significant influence over shaping
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and directing a teacher’s self concept. They state that
teachers and pupils are "each determined by and determine
the others in interaction"

(p.

17).

One of the areas which has received significant
attention from the interactionist perspective is that of the
problem of sexism. Studies have documented the existence of
sexism in curricular materials, vocational education,
physical education, employment,

language and student teacher

interactions. Sadker, Sadker and Baucher (1984), and Brophy
and Evertson (1981),

reported both a difference in number

and in type of interaction between the treatment accorded to
male and female students. Differences in type of feedback
also have been identified, suggesting that males receive
more criticism related to motivation and females more
criticism related to ability (Dweck, Davidson, Nelson &
Enna,

1978). Jones (1989) claims "at all educational

levels,

teachers give male students more praise, criticism, and
overall attention"

(p.

37).

As with most interactionist studies the major problem
remains in knowing how the micro events observed are related
to the larger social structure. Weiler (1988) provides a
summary of both the insights as well as the limitations
offered by liberal feminist studies of sexism:
This work has been extremely important in
documenting the biases and distortions of texts
and the sexism that underlies such practices as
course and career counseling for girls and boys.
But it also has significant shortcomings ....
Because this approach fails to place schools and
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schooling in the context of a wider social and
economic analysis, it does not analyze the
constraints under which the process of schooling
actually takes place. Moreover the liberal
approach omits any class analysis (p. 27-28).
Critical Perspective
The third vantage point for analysis of the
relationship of education to society is that of the critical
perspective. Two main views have been identified within this
perspective, studies that have emphasized the role of
education in reproducing the inequalities of the broader
society, and studies that have focused on production,
student and teacher acts of resistance to the imposition of
the values of white male middle-class culture. Giroux (1983)
has described the latter view as being guided by
emancipatory interests.
Reproduction Theories. Althusser (1971), and Bowles and
Gintis (1976), argue that education plays a major role in
reproducing the work force needed for a capitalist economic
system. Beneath the formal

rationale of educating students,

these theorists claim that education trains students for the
values and personality characteristics required by the
economic system.
Bowles and Gintis claim there is a correspondence
between the nature of work in a capitalist society and the
nature of schooling. Students’

lack of control over the

curriculum, the fragmentation of the curriculum and the
requirement to do work that is boring, are all seen as
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features of the educational environment which overlap with
the needs of the work environment.

In addition, education is

seen as promoting such general values as hard work,
competition,

respect for authority and punctuality, all of

which are essential to the efficient running of a capitalist
economy.
Bowles and Gintis recognize that not all students
receive the same treatment in the education system:

"But

schools do different things to different children. Boys and
girls,

blacks and whites,

rich and poor are treated

differently. Affluent suburban schools, working-class
schools,

and ghetto schools all exhibit a distinctive

pattern”

(p. 42). The differential

rights and privileges

that society accords to blacks and whites, males and
females, upper-class and working-class, are reproduced in
the education system. Through the differences in quality of
schools, and the system of tracking, students are
differentially socialized into the patterns of thought and
practice required of them in their future work.
The work of Bowles and Gintis, and Althusser has
offered important insights on the relationship between
schooling and society. At the same time their work has been
criticized as being overly deterministic, operating from
what Wrong (1980) refers to as an oversocialized conception
of humankind. Weiler (1988) and Giroux (1983) have both
argued that the correspondence theory of education is too
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simplistic,

leaving no room for resistance or social change.

Giroux (1983) states:
What is disregarded in the notion of
"correspondence" is not only the issue of
resistance, but also any attempt to delineate the
complex ways in which working-class subjectivities
are constituted .... In short, not only do
contradictions and tensions disappear in this
account, but also the promise of critical pedagogy
and social change (p. 85).
Production Theories. A number of critical theorists and
feminist theorists have documented acts of student and
teacher resistance, ways in which students and teachers have
been able to resist school values and to work for social
change. One of the best known of these is Willis’s (1977)
study of working-class boys. Willis described how workingclass boys,
school

"the lads," created meaning for themselves at

in opposition to the official values of the school.

The lads rejected the priority the school placed on mental
work, creating instead their own meanings, for example in
the importance of having a laugh. Willis’s study sought to
counteract views that have portrayed working-class students
as passively socialized into subordinate roles in the
economic system.

Instead, he described the lads as being

actively involved in constructing their own sense of
identity.
One of the paradoxes of the lads’

behavior identified

by Willis is that their own acts of resistance to the school
culture ultimately ensured their placement within
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subordinate positions in the class structure. Although, as
Willis claims, their acts of resistance involved a "partial
penetration" of the social structure, ultimately their
actions only served to reaffirm the centrality of class
oppression.
One of the criticisms directed at critical educational
theory,

including studies such as Willis’s,

is the way in

which class relationships have been treated as having
central priority, subsuming all other relationships
including gender and race.

Even where gender and race have

been recognized as significant forms of oppression, priority
has been given to the situation of white working-class
males,

both in the study of education and in the area of

public or paid work. This has led Weiler to ask "Does
Willis,

in common with other male sociologists,

activities and spheres as significant,

'see’ male

but remain 'blind’ to

the significance of female spheres"? (p. 41). Feminists have
questioned the importance that critical theorists have given
to social class, while ignoring issues of sexism and racism.
In particular Willis’s study has been criticized for
excluding both a critical examination of the sexism
identified in the lads’ attitudes and the sexism of the
working-class culture in general

(Weiler,

1988).

In response to such criticisms and limitations, studies
have been carried out of working-class girls’ experiences
(McRobbie,

1978; Acker,

1981). These studies employed a
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similar perspective to that of Willis’s study in focusing on
the ways in which cultural groups act to resist school
values. McRobbie (1978) described how working-class girls
responded to the values of the school by rejecting the norms
of middle-class femininity:

"One way in which the girls

combat the class-based and oppressive features of the school
is to assert their 'femaleness’, to introduce into the
classroom their sexuality and their physical maturity in
such a way as to force the teachers to take notice"
(p.

104). McRobbie sees the girls’ actions as jettisoning

the official

ideology for girls in the school

diligence, compliance,

(neatness,

passivity, etc) and replacing it with

a more feminine, even sexual one. Weiler (1988) offers an
analysis of the girls’

behavior:

What these girls appear to be doing, then, is
using their sexuality as an act of resistance to
accepted norms of female behavior. They take what
society tells them is their most significant
characteristic and exaggerate it as an assertion
of their own individuality. Thus their aggressive
use of sexuality becomes a form of power (p. 43).
As in the case of Willis’s lads, the girls’

rejection

of and resistance to the values of the school served to
enmesh them deeper in their own oppression. McRobbie’s
girls,

in celebrating their own sexuality in school,

unwittingly prepared themselves for the sexism of workingclass culture. When targeted groups are faced with more than
one form of oppression, acts of resistance in one area can
often lead to the embracing of other subordinate identities.
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The third aspect of identity that researchers have
studied is that of race. Several studies of students of
color have been carried out including Fuller (1980), Ogbu
(1988) and Weis (1985). Ogbu (1988) explored Willis’s
argument that working-class students or students of color
reject school

knowledge and meanings because "they seem to

understand that the kind of education they are receiving
cannot solve their collective problem of subordination"
(p.

170). Ogbu suggests that the situation for black

students is not so straightforward. He claims that although
black youths verbalize a strong desire for education they
tend to behave in ways that will not necessarily lead to
school success.
Ogbu identifies three different explanations for black
students’ perceptions and their resistance to school values.
First, as a result of either experiencing a job ceiling
themselves or from observing their parents’ situation,

black

students develop folk theories of "making it" which do not
necessarily emphasize strong academic pursuit. Second, Ogbu
refers to the existence of a deep distrust between blacks
and public schools which black parents communicate to their
children from an early age. He suggests that this probably
makes it difficult for black students to accept,
and follow school

internalize

rules. The third type of response

identified by Ogbu is that of an "oppositional social or
collective identity and oppositional cultural frame of
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reference"

(p.

176). Ogbu argues that racial minorities

often come to define certain attitudes and ways of acting as
not appropriate for themselves because these are attitudes
and ways of members of the dominant group or the "white
ways." Ogbu suggests that for black Americans and for other
minorities (e.g., Native Americans) there exist two opposing
cultural frames of reference.
cultural

Individuals who try to cross

boundaries may then experience both an identity

crisis as well as peer or community pressure to conform.
Ogbu argues that these two factors discourage black students
or other minorities "from acting white or behaving in a
manner regarded as acting white in the school context (e.g.,
doing one’s schoolwork seriously)"

(p.

177).

Ogbu argues that the resistances displayed by black
students to school culture can not be adequately accounted
for in terms of class struggle. He argues that racial
stratification generates its own oppositional process that
cuts across class boundaries.
Fuller (1980)

in her study of black working-class

girls in Britain suggests another type of response, the
acceptance,

rather than rejection, of the value of obtaining

academic qualifications.

Fuller suggests that the girls saw

academic success as offering them a way out of the limiting
identities of both sexism and racism. Gaining academic
qualifications offered the girls a certain sense of
independence from black male students and served to
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reinforce positive beliefs about their own self worth.
Although the girls saw academic achievement as being
important, they were not accepting of the school’s cultural
values.

Fuller described the girls as adopting a "somewhat

strategic political stand in relation to other people,
including whites generally and white authority in school
specifically"

(p.

61).

Weiler (1988) has questioned Fuller’s claim that the
girls were involved in acts of resistance.
argues that the girls’

Instead Weiler

rejection of racism and sexism

appeared to involve them in an unquestioning acceptance of
classism.

She contends that a more appropriate description

might be accommodation rather than resistance. As with
Willis’s lads, the girls’

"acts of resistance" to one form

of oppression appeared to enmesh them more deeply in another
form.
White Male Middle-Class Identity Formation
Studies of schooling from a critical theory and
feminist perspective have focused on groups that have
traditionally been identified as "oppressed," — workingclass male students,

female students and students of color

— and the negotiation of identities often in opposition to
the values of the school. These studies have specifically
recognized that the process of identity formation, as well
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as the values espoused by the schools, are connected to
larger structural forces.
There have been few studies, however, of students with
privileged identities, white middle or upper-class males,
and their process of identity formation. The study of
privileged identities is important for two reasons.

First,

to understand the connection between the individual and
social structure in the formation of privileged identities
and, particularly, the tensions or contradictions that may
be encountered. Second,

to address as a specific topic the

role people with privileged identities are able to play in
social change work.
Too often critical theorists have treated questions of
identity and power as external problems: although writing
about subjectivity,

the researcher’s own subjectivity has

been ignored. Those of us with privileged identities should
address our own participation in structures of privilege and
limitation. White middle and upper-class males, concerned
with social and educational change, must pay attention to
their own identity formation and how it shapes and limits
their perceptions.
Martin and Mohanty (1986) argue that one of the
privileges of being white and middle-class,

is that of being

able to take for granted one’s own subjectivity:
The claim to a lack of identity or positionality
is itself based on privilege, on the refusal to
accept responsibility for one’s implication in
actual historical or social relations, or a denial
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that positionalities exist or that they matter,
the denial of ones’s own personal history and the
claim to total separation from it (p. 208).
Similarly,

in writing about issues of power and control,

critical theorists have been challenged for the lack of
attention to questions of their own subjectivity as white
males (Ellsworth,

1989).

Theories of Male Identity Formation
Three major conceptual models of male identity
formation have been identified: the traditional or
biological perspective, the exploitation perspective and the
changing role perspective (Pleck,

1979). The traditional

perspective asserts the importance of biological factors as
key determinants in masculinity and femininity. Although
this view is still

influential, there is now greater

awareness and acceptance that in many areas the differences
between men and women are less a result of innate factors
and more a consequence of social and political forces.
The second view, the exploitation perspective, argues
that the differences between the genders can only be
understood in terms of men’s exercise of power over women.
In this perspective men are held accountable for the
oppression of women:
We identify the agents of our oppression as men.
All power structures throughout history have been
male-dominated and male-oriented. Men have
controlled all political, economic and cultural
institutions and backed up this control with
physical force. They have used their power to keep
women in an inferior position. All men receive
economic, sexual, and psychological benefits from
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male supremacy. All men have oppressed women
(Redstockings, 1970, p. 599).
The characteristics of traditional masculinity,
aggressiveness,

competitiveness,

inexpressiveness,

independence, objectification, etc, are seen as those
qualities that maintain men in positions of power.
The exploitation perspective challenged many of the
accepted norms and standards for human behavior, arguing
that these were white male norms.

In challenging sexism,

this perspective gave rise to a third view, the changing
role perspective,
paradigm (Pleck,

later defined as the sex role strain
1981). Whereas the exploitation perspective

pointed to how masculinity was primarily used to preserve
male privilege and to oppress women, the third perspective
examined masculinity in terms of the damage to men. Three
areas of sex role strain were identified: the pressure to
live up to the masculine ideal, dysfunctional
characteristics of the male role, and the dehumanization of
4

the oppressor role (Botkin,

1988). By highlighting the sex

role strains that traditional masculinity entailed for men,
this perspective provided a motivation for men to change.
Pressure to Live up to the Masculine Ideal. There is
growing support for the view that male socialization
prepares men to take on oppressive behaviors. Jackins (1978)
argues that for men to accept the role of being oppressors
of women, men must first have been systematically mistreated
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themselves. Neitlich (1985) claims that while "it has long
been clear that women are oppressed by society with men
carrying out that oppression, what has not been as clear is
the societal oppression of men, with devastating effects on
the lives of men (and women)"

(p.

14).

At an early age boys are trained to conform to social
norms of masculinity. This pressure to live up to a
masculine ideal persists into adulthood and has been seen as
a significant source of anxiety for men. Hartley (1974)
argued the "demands that boys conform to social notions of
what is manly come much earlier and are enforced with much
more vigor than similar attitudes with respect to girls"
(p.

7).

Further, she claimed that in most instances boys

were taught desired behaviors not through positive examples,
but instead by defining what were considered unacceptable
behaviors for boys. Hartley described this situation as
providing a "perfect combination for inducing anxiety." The
pressures on males to live up to the male role norms has
been identified as leading to negative social and
psychological consequences (Deutsch & Gilbert,

1976).

Neitlich (1985) suggests that men get caught in the cycle of
needing to feel male, with the oppression of others as the
only socially acceptable way available to prove their
manhood.
Dysfunctional Characteristics of the Male Role.
addition to having to live up to an idealized and
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In

unrealistic role, the adverse effects of traditional
definitions of masculinity have been noted (Pleck,
Neitlich (1985)

1981).

identifies a key aspect of male oppression

as being the way in which men are set up to kill and be
killed by other men in the name of their manhood. She sees
male violence against men as being socially condoned.

In

order for men to accept the role of killer in the name of
their manhood, Neitlich argues, men are systematically
conditioned from early on not to feel, not to express their
pain,

fear,
Sattel

feelings,

grief, and hurt.
(1989) connects men’s inability to express

to the role that men are expected to carry out in

exercising power over others. He argues,

"to effectively

wield power, one must be able both to convince others of the
rightness of the decisions one makes and to guard against
one’s own emotional
decision"

(p.

involvement in the consequences of that

376). To be masculine is "to be 'cool’ and to

'tough it out,’ no matter how painful or dangerous a
situation is"

(Neitlich 1985, p.

15).

The fear of femininity has been identified as one of
the main consequences of traditional male socialization
(O’Neil,

1982):

Men fear that expressing their feminine sides will
result in devaluation, subordination, and the
appearance of inferiority in front of others. Men
are aware that women’s femininity is devalued by
other men and attempt to avoid situations where
their femininity could be observed and also
devalued (p. 18).
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O’Neil

(1982) described six ways in which the fear of

femininity acts to limit and control men’s behavior. These
include restricted emotional expression, the fear of
closeness between men,

few close personal

relationships, and

obsession with achievement and success. Men’s tendency to
evaluate life success in terms of external achievements and
to ignore internal experiences of living have been described
as involving self alienation (Harrison, Chin & Ficarrotto,
1989). Men are cut off from themselves and from developing
meaningful

relationships with others.

Fasteau (1974)

described men as needing an excuse to talk, an activity or
object about which to talk: for men to talk personally about
themselves,

he suggested,

involved too great a risk.

Dehumanization of the Oppressor. Although men derive
benefits and privileges from the exploitation of women,

it

has also been argued that oppression dehumanizes the
oppressor.

Freire (1981) states “As the oppressors

dehumanize others and violate their rights, they themselves
also become dehumanized"

(p. 42). The oppressor role creates

impoverished relationships and isolation.
The three perspectives on masculinity, traditional,
exploitation, and changing roles, have been criticized as
providing a white perspective on masculinity without
recognizing the differences in power that exist between
masculinities as affected by race. This gave rise to a
fourth perspective, a multi-cultural perspective on
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masculinity. This more comprehensive view of masculinity
included the existence of both dominant and subordinate
masculinities. Men dominate women and a small number of men
dominate the masses of men. Although only a small number of
men may occupy the category of dominant masculinity, very
large numbers are complicit in sustaining this model,
because most men benefit to some extent from the
subordination of women (Botkin,

1988).

Male Identity and Social Structure
Neitlich (1985) argues that men are conditioned to play
the roles of workers and killers to maintain the economic
system for profit. Thus, she argues, men’s oppression like
women’s is economically motivated to reinforce the class
system. Men’s need for power over women is,

in part, a

response to their experience of feeling powerless themselves
(Pleck,

1977). This includes being dependent on women for

validation of their masculinity, as well as competing with,
and being controlled by, other men in an exploitative
economic structure (Botkin,

1988). Neitlich (1985) provides

a good summary of male conditioning.
The societal oppression of men leaves most men
feeling less than fully male, never quite able to
live up to the standard of a 'real man’;
emotionally and physically numb; unable to deeply
give and deeply receive love, to nurture, to be
tender, and to pay good attention to others;
focusing the majority of their energy and
attention on work and the world as opposed to
relationships and the home environment; feeling
responsible for financially, emotionally, and
physically supporting and fixing everything;
feeling disposable; being required to fight, and
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simultaneously feeling afraid of other men’s
violence; competitive; having difficulty becoming
physically or emotionally close to other men and
feeling emotionally and affectionally dependent on
women and therefore terrified of rejection
(p. 15).
Tolson (1977) sees the foundations of masculinity as
being laid down in boyhood,

in a boy’s experience of family,

school, and his peers. He suggests that behind class
differences in masculine behavior there persists an
essential continuity:

"What working and middle-class boys

have in common is the masculine emotional structure - the
basis of all subsequent personality development"

(p. 31).

Tolson identifies the ambivalent relationship boys have with
their father, which he sees as being a result of the
father’s identification with work and the way in which work
is socially organized, as providing the basis for the
masculine emotional structure.
Tolson (1977) describes masculinity as an explicit
system of taboos and recognitions of status:

"Boys devote

themselves to the testing of masculine prowess - in fights,
arguments, explorations of the local neighborhood - and
there is a complex boyhood culture of mutual challenge"
(p.

32). He also refers to boys learning a masculine

language, which prescribes certain topics (sports, machines,
competitions) and certain ways of speaking (jokes, banter,
and bravado). This informal culture of the peer group
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interacts with and sometimes explicitly counteracts, the
formal culture of the school.
I have suggested that it is important to examine the
achievement of white male identity, to understand "how men
are made and how men make themselves"
1989,

p.

(Kimmel & Messner,

10). One of the important institutions in the

formation of identities is education.
Schooling and White Male Identity Formation
Apart from studies by Weis (1990) and Willis (1977),
the role of schooling and white male identity development
has received little attention.

In addition both Weis and

Willis consider only working-class males. Much of our
understanding of boys and schooling has been provided
through studies on sexism, examining the differences in
treatment and behaviors of boys and girls in schools.
A number of studies have suggested that boys face
greater difficulties in entering school than girls do
(Frazier & Sadker,

1973; Sexton,

1974). Goodman (1987)

suggests that there is a basic conflict between the school
code with its* demands for propriety, obedience,
cleanliness, quiet, and mental passivity, and the norms of
male culture. Moreover, he suggests that the emphasis placed
on success and achievement may offer a few individuals great
feelings of accomplishment,

but for most men it results in

feelings of insecurity and anxiety. The emphasis on
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competition and hierarchy in schools has been identified as
supporting the development of certain aspects of
masculinity. The competitive struggle for masculinity is
played out in sports, exams,

fights and jokes (Tolson,

1977). 1
Weis (1990)

in her study of white working-class males

at Freeway High School drew two conclusions:

"the identity

of working-class males is both racist and sexist, and the
school does not interrupt the racism and sexism in any
serious way,

but offers a site upon which a certain form of

masculine identity expression is encouraged" (p.
conclusions were similar to Willis (1977)

1). These

in his insightful

analysis of how working-class lads get working-class jobs.
While Willis’s analysis underscores the role of social class
in the lads’

behavior,

I suggest that their behavior also

offers important insights on male identity formation. His
study raised some interesting points both in understanding
the behavior of a group of white working-class lads, and in
how the researcher’s own identity can influence the study.
In rejecting the official values of the school and the
priority given to mental work, Willis described the lads as

1 Fine (1987) with the boys, and Sabo (1989) "Pigskin
patriarchy and pain," provide good analyses of the role of
sport in male identity development. Sabo states:
Through
sport, many males, indeed learn to 'take it’- that is to
internalize patriarchal values which, in turn, become part
of
their
gender
identity and conception of women and
society" (p. 186).
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being involved in constructing their own identity. Violence
played a central

role in the lads’ behavior. Willis stated

that violence and the judgement of violence were "the most
basic axis of the lads’ ascendence over the conformists,"
(the group of students who conformed to school values).
Violence was both physical and verbal and was directed both
to outsiders and to members of the group. Willis stated that
there was a positive joy in fighting for the lads,
causing fights through intimidation,

in

in talking about

fighting and about the tactics of the whole fight situation
(p.

34). He described the fight as being the ultimate test

of each lad’s membership in the group:

"the fight is the

moment when you are fully tested in the alternative culture.
It is disastrous for your informal standing and masculine
reputation if you refuse to fight, or perform very
amateurishly"

(p. 35).

Violence and intimidation were directed towards the
conformists and to male students of color. Willis described
the lads’ attitudes to the "earoles," the lads’ term for
conformists, as "expressed clearly and with a surprising
degree of precision through physical aggression"

(p. 34).

For the Asian and Black students, Willis referred to
"frequent verbal,

if not actual, violence shown to the

'fuckin wogs’ or the 'bastard pakis’. The mere fact of
different color can be enough to justify an attack or
intimidation"

(p. 48).
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Those within the group were not immune from violence
and intimidation. Willis described the conversation between
the lads as frequently involving "pisstaking," putting
someone down as being stupid, and their interaction as
physical and rough,
arm twisting,

including kicks, punches,

karate blows,

kicking, pushing and tripping. This use of

physical force,

he stated,

"can go on for long periods and

is directed against particular individuals often almost to
the point of tears"

(p. 32).

The importance attached to physical strength flowed
over into a more general devaluation of girls and anything
female.

Females were seen as sex objects whose role was to

cater to male needs. As Willis stated, the model for the
girlfriend was the mother "and she is fundamentally a model
of limitation"

(p. 45). The girls’ contortions and strange

rituals were seen as "part of their girlishness, of their
inherent weakness and confusion"
supported by Weis (1990):

(p. 45). This view was

"basically white working-class

males affirm a form of assumed male superiority which
involves the constructed identity of female not only as
'other,’

but as 'less than’ and, therefore, subject to male

control" (p.

5).

Although Willis provides a detailed description of the
lads’ violence, his study does not challenge, or offer a
critical analysis, of their violence. Other writers, for
example Weiler (1988), have criticized Willis for not
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challenging the sexism and racism of the lads’

behavior.

Willis’s analysis appears to accept the lads’ violence,
interpreting it in a positive light as a sign of workingclass resistance to the middle-class values of the school.
The lads’ violence,

along with other identified forms of

"opposition," are used to support the view of the school as
a center of conflict and contradiction.
Willis’s analysis gives little attention to the effects
of the lads’ violence, particularly for white males. He
describes the conformists’
one of occasional fear,

response to the lads as "mostly

uneasy jealousy and general anxiety

lest they be caught in the same disciplinarian net, and
frustration that ’the lads’ prevent the smooth flow of
education"

(p.

fear, jealousy,

16). How do the conformists cope with their
anxiety and frustration? How do the lads in

the group who are picked upon by other members of the
group,"almost to the point of tears," deal with their
situation?
In concentrating on the importance of class
relationships,

I suggest that Willis accepts the

conventional views of masculinity and of male violence
embodied by the lads. Willis recognizes the lads’ sexism in
their elevation of the values of masculinity and of manual
work, and their devaluation of femininity and mental
He states:

"manual

labor.

labor is associated with the social

superiority of masculinity, and mental
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labor with the social

inferiority of femininity”

(p.

148).

It is the lads’

unchallenged views of masculinity which serve to ensure
their placement into subordinate positions in the class
structure where they will perpetuate acts of sexism and
racism.
Willis’s account documents the role of schooling in
contributing to the development of traditional
masculinities. The importance of being tough, competing with
peers, continually having to prove oneself,

being subject to

both verbal and physical violence, not being able to
acknowledge hurt,

are all central features of male identity

that schooling often explicitly supports.
way boys are mistreated by societal

I suggest that the

institutions including

schooling, and particularly the violence boys commit against
each other,

provides an important link in the understanding

of the way in which men oppress women and other targeted
groups.

The central question raised by Willis’s study is

whether or not it is possible for educators to offer white
working-class students an education that they perceive as
meaningful and which is also able to challenge their sexist
and racist views.
Although Willis’s ethnography provides a detailed and
insightful account of the lives of a group of white workingclass males learning their identities in a school setting,
his study raises important questions about the role of the
researcher.

Is the role of the researcher simply to
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document,

but not to challenge oppression? What commitment

does the researcher have to the participants? As the title
of Willis’s book suggests "How working-class lads get
working-class jobs," his study does not appear to have
directly benefited the lads: the lads are left to be
exploited and to continue to exploit others.
of resistance"
liberation,

Even the "acts

identified by Willis do not lead to the lads’

but as Willis argues, provide the basis for the

lads’ self entrapment within the class structure.
One of the problems with Willis’s ethnography is the
lads’

inability to understand the analysis Willis has

developed of them. The appendix to the book includes a
discussion with the lads about the study.

In talking about

Willis’s study, one of the lads stated "the bits about us
were simple enough" to which another added "It’s the bits in
between [that we don’t understand]"

(p.

195).

Willis’s study of the identity formation of workingclass boys also highlights some important issues for white
males concerned with power and social change. Ellsworth
(1989) has criticized critical theorists, many of whom are
white male and middle-class, for theorizing about issues of
power without addressing their own privileged
subjectivities.

I suggest that one of the reasons why men

find it is easier to focus on the external world than on
themselves,

is because of the way men are mistreated when

young. Most men have been conditioned not to express their
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feelings, especially feelings of pain, fear and hurt, with
male violence playing a large part in enforcing this model
of masculinity.

It is less threatening for men to document

other people’s lives than to address their own.
In his study of white working-class males, Willis omits
himself. Although studying the identity formation of white
working-class males, Willis does not address his own
identity formation as a white working-class male, apart from
the simple statement that he is working-class. How does
Willis’s experience growing up as a white working-class
male,

differ from or support that of the lads? How does

Willis’s own self understanding as a white working-class
male, shape, and perhaps limit, the observations and
analyses made of the lads? A similar point has been noted by
Marcus (1986),

although in a slightly different form,

in

challenging Willis’s distinction between "ethnography" and
"analysis." Marcus rejects this distinction, arguing that
Willis’s ethnography only exemplifies his analysis. This
leads Marcus to ask "Does Willis’s articulated critical
theory of capitalism really come from the lads?"

(p.

184).

I suggest that Willis’s own unexamined identity as a
white working-class male shapes his study and ultimately
prevents him from critically analyzing the lads’ violence.
Chesler (1978) describes the problem for men in studying
other men:
Men are also used to thinking in "masculine"
terms: they do not always see or are not always
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shocked by what men do to each other. To be male
and label - or experience - too much behavior as
"violent" invites the disaster of discovering that
one is different from other men (p. 239).
Both the commonalities and the differences in identities
between Willis and the lads are left unexplored. Such an
exploration could have included how,

as a working-class male

in academia, Willis clearly stands outside of his own thesis
about how working-class boys get working-class jobs. Willis
does not address this point. A second, although related,
major difference, which for the most part is unexplored,
the lads’

is

rejection of the very value of the mental work

that Willis is engaged in.
Included in the appendix to the book is a transcription
of a group discussion about the study,

recorded at the

university. This discussion explores the issue of the lads’
rejection of the value of mental work.

For the first time,

Willis challenges the lads’ uncritical acceptance of
traditional views of masculinity and their rejection of the
value of mental work. This challenge appears to follow on
from the lads’ statements about their inability to
understand his analysis. Willis stated "Your own mental
ability might have been blocked by your own conviction that
you were going to be masculine," to which one of the lads
answered,

"Everyone wants to be tough at school, everybody

likes to think people look up to them.
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'He’s a hard kid .

Willis replied "But does it help you in the end, or the
working-class?" A different lad replied:
They won’t take advantage, take advantage in our
sense, you know, they’ll never make a fool of us
in these years ’cos we’re so masculine, that’s all
I can see. If I’d’ve taken the track of the
'ear’oles’ all the violence in me would have
petered out a bit, you know what I mean, it would
have jaded a bit . . . and then 'the lads’ who
were still performing would take advantage of you,
I could never do it (p. 198).
Beneath the image of toughness is revealed a real fear
of being taken advantage of by other males. Neitlich (1985)
describes this aspect of men’s oppression as "being required
to fight,

and simultaneously feeling afraid of other men’s

violence"

(p.

15). Tolson (1977) offers an insightful view

on masculinity.
In the final analysis, 'masculinity’ is a kind of
cultural bribe. A boy’s social commitment is won
at the price of his independence - for which he is
offered the empty promise of 'manhood.’ The very
notion of 'manhood’ is internally paradoxical offering a dream of fulfillment, on the condition
that a boy submits to authority and convention . .
. the paradox points the way to work, which then
becomes a man’s central experience. But in his
education it means a constant show of competence,
at the expense of sensitivity and feeling. The
aggressive performance, and the avoidance of
feeling (compounded by a constant need for social
recognition), amount to a complex, self-sustaining
syndrome. And boys continue to 'be boys’ only
because there is no escape from its hypnotic
imposition (p. 46).
In the closing comments to the group discussion, Willis
suggested to the lads "But you could go back to college,
which one of the lads replied,
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to

"I don’t know, the only thing

I’m interested in is fucking as many women as I can if you
really wanna know"

(p.

199).

Willis provides a clear, although uncritical, account
of the violence that plays a central part in the development
of white male identity and in oppression. The competition,
fear, anxiety, and hurt experienced by the lads would appear
to support Neitlich’s claim that men "become trapped in the
cycle of needing to feel male, with the oppression of others
as the only socially acceptable way available to prove their
manhood"

(p.

16).

For the lads, proving their manhood

involved a continual show of violence toward the other lads,
to women,

to people of color and to the conformists.

Although Willis’s study does not describe how the
conformists dealt with their situation,

I suggest that there

is a strong likelihood that they took out their frustration,
fear,

anxiety, and hurt on other even more "vulnerable"

groups.
Freeing Ourselves from Our Conditioning
The women’s movement provides a model of change
offering insights into how to deal with issues of oppression
and conditioning.

I propose to briefly outline some of the

main ideas of the women’s movement for change, and describe
how feminist educators have implemented these ideas in
working with female students.

Finally I will outline the
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main characteristics of a model of change that might be used
in working with students of privileged identities.
The expression of feelings, and particularly anger,
have played a central

role in women’s liberation. The

importance of feeling anger represents both an expression of
hurt and the reclaiming of a woman’s sense of self.

Frye

(1983) states that anger seems to be a reaction to being
thwarted, frustrated or harmed. She describes anger as "in
fact sane and sound"

(p. 85). The support for women’s

expression of anger has played an important part in their
1iberation:
We are indebted to women of the nineteenth century
for extending the range of tolerance of women’s
anger. The struggles and victories of
abolitionists, suffragists, prohibitionists and
other reformers made it relatively safe for women
to get angry, publicly, in behalf of great moral
causes (Frye, 1983, p. 91).
The connection between the expression of anger and
women’s liberation is made clear:

"To expand the scope of

one’s intelligible anger is to change one’s place in the
universe, to change another’s concept of what one is"
(p.

92). Welch (1990)

in addressing the problem of despair

in middle-class activists and in arguing for a feminist
ethic of risk, also identified the importance of rage in the
women’s movement:

"It was easy, for example, for many Euro-

American middle-class women to work for women’s rights when
our rage was new and our excitement at finding others who
shared that rage and a vision of a new way of being was
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fresh"

(p.

14). The expression of anger has been important

to the liberation of women.
Although challenging oppression involves challenging
the institutional arrangements, for example the laws of
society, change is also required at the level of the self.
Frye (1983) describes how oppression becomes self imposed
through being internalized:
limitations we [women]

"many of the restrictions and

live with are more or less

internalized and self-monitored, and are part of our
adaptations to the requirements and expectations imposed by
the needs and tastes and tyrannies of others"

(p.

14).

Implications for Educators and Teacher Educators
The final section addresses the question of change.
Given the preceding arguments which suggest that an
oppressive social structure acts to limit the actions and
opportunities of its members, what role can education play
in contributing to change? Given the ways in which we have
all been trained to acquire certain beliefs, assumptions and
ways of acting,

both in terms of our own identities and

those of others, how can education help people to reclaim a
fuller sense of themselves?
Reclaiming Female Identity
Neitlich (1985) describes the general ways in which
women are oppressed in our society. These include:
. . . feelings of being inferior to men; second
rate; not as smart, logical, capable, or
physically strong as men; not attractive enough in
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face or body; somewhat powerless in the world and
afraid of leading; fear of verbal and physical
conflict and violence; being nice, sweet or
appeasing; and the inability to be assertive
(p. 11).
Maher and Rathbone (1986) claim that female students
are put at a basic disadvantage in the education system.
They state that the qualities necessary for academic success
include assertiveness,

individualism, and competitiveness.

However,
Girls are simultaneously held to this standard
(and judged by it) and, at the same time, in
schools and elsewhere, trained for and judged by
an alternate set of standards, one that includes
qualities of cooperation, nurturing, and
sensitivity to others (p. 216).
Because of the way in which sexism defines women’s
dependency on men, one of the major tensions for female
students is between feminine attractiveness and independent
intelligence (Rich,

1985). Holland and Eisenhart (1988) in

their study of eight college women concluded,

"to varied

extents, six of the women saw boyfriends as crucial to their
definition of self and of more central

importance to their

self-definition than achievement in college" (p. 294).
Maher and Rathbone (1986) pose the question that if
women are generally socialized into passivity,
and acceptance of external authority,

reticence,

"how can we best help

female students in particular to chart a course toward an
active personal autonomy in teaching?
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(p. 227). They ask

"how can we help female students reclaim their voice?" Rich
(1985) asks a similar question:
How does a woman gain a sense of her self in a
system -in this case patriarchal capitalism which devalues work done by women, denies the
importance and uniqueness of female experience,
and is physically violent toward women? What does
this mean for a woman teacher? (p. 23).
Rich’s question has important implications for teacher
educators working with women trainees.

First, how can

teacher education programs help women gain a sense of them
selves when much of their prior experience has acted to
negate their sense of self. Second, how can women trainees
help other women students to reclaim their sense of self?
Maher and Rathbone (1986) suggest the importance of
providing women student teachers with a better understanding
of themselves as well as their context,
scholarship on women.

including the new

By so doing, they suggest that women

student teachers may begin to think of teaching as an
opportunity for the realization of a new identity, and as a
means of passing it on to the next generation.
Rich (1985) argues that in teaching women there are two
choices:
To lend our weight to the forces that indoctrinate
women to passivity, self-depreciation, and a sense
of powerlessness . . . or to consider what we have
to work against, as well as with, in our students,
in the content of the curriculum, in the structure
of the institution, in the society at large
(p. 24).
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In teaching women, Rich states,
standards very high,

“we need to keep our

not to accept a woman’s preconceived

sense of her limitations; we need to be hard to please,
while supportive of risk-taking,

because self-respect often

comes only when exacting standards have been met" (p. 27).
Reclaiming Male Identity: Outline of a Model for Change
The basic ideas of a program for change in working with
students of privileged identities include providing students
with an understanding of the operations of power in society
and an opportunity to reflect on and re-evaluate their prior
experiences.
Adequate Theory of Oppression. Giroux (1983) suggests
that domination exists at two levels: the institutional
level and the level of the psyche or consciousness.2 Drawing
on the work of Marcuse he argues “domination is rooted
historically not only in the socioeconomic conditions of
society,

but also in the sedimented history or structure of

needs that constitute each person’s disposition and
personality"

(p.

147). He argues that a radical pedagogy

must pay attention to these two levels:

it must

2
Although
accepting
Giroux’s
understanding
of
domination as existing at both an institutional level and at
the level of the psyche, his theory does not explore the
achievement of dominant identities as a critical question.
Giroux’s program for liberation focuses on
of
their
reclaiming
the
importance
groups"
and
remains of how critical
subjectivities, The issue still
students
of
privileged
to
work
with
educators
are
identities.
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. . . address the task of providing the conditions
for changing subjectivity as it is constituted in
the individual’s needs, drives, passions, and
intelligence, and for changing the political,
economic, and social foundation of the wider
society as well (p. 150).
Critical Reflection on and Re-evaluation of Prior
Experience. Giroux (1983) suggests that students need to
address how society has shaped them and how they have been
incorporated into the ideology of society. This involves
students in a process of affirming and rejecting aspects of
their own histories "in order to begin the process of
struggling for the conditions that will give them
opportunities to lead a self-managed existence"
suggests that working-class students, women,

(p. 38). He

blacks and

others need to affirm their own histories through the use of
a language,

a set of social

relations, and a body of

knowledge that critically reconstructs and dignifies their
experience.
Giroux (1983) argues for "the value of a depth
psychology that can unravel how the mechanisms of domination
and the possible seeds of liberation reach into the very
structure of the human psyche"
suggests,

(p. 39). This process, he

involves first identifying the tacit messages

embodied in the day-to-day routines of the school
experience, and uncovering their emancipatory or repressive
interests. Second,

it involves students in critically

interrogating their inner histories and experiences,
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particularly examining how structural

relations of class,

gender and race shape their needs and interests.
Expressing Feelings. Challenging oppression involves
both working to change the economic and political
structures, and challenging the ways in which people have
been hurt,

helping people reclaim a full sense of their

humanness. This not only requires having accurate theory
about oppression but also providing people with a safe place
to get in touch with their hurts. Neitlich (1985) claims
that as people begin to reclaim their own humanness they
become more able to help others:
As people eliminate old hurts, they gain more
awareness, zest, and sensitivity. Secondly, they
broaden and deepen their vision of a society
without oppression. And thirdly, they develop
their desire and ability to take action to end all
injustice (p. 33).
The women’s movement provides strong support for the
importance of attending to feelings in social change work.
At the same time it is clear that rarely in education is any
importance attached to the expression of feelings. Spelman
(1985) referred to a sense in which education has been
conceived of as an expunging of the emotions. Our view of
education and of being educated is heavily weighted on the
cognitive level. This is particularly so the more one moves
away from the elementary grades to the university level.
This observation also ties in with the fact that most
teachers at the lower grades are female while at the
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university level, white males predominate. Given the fact
that most teachers have spent many years of their lives as
students,

it is not surprising that there are strong

pressures for continuity in the importance accorded to
cognitive learning.
Educators concerned with social change need to provide
a safe place for students to express their feelings. For
white male educators who have been conditioned not to feel
anything, the idea of dealing with students’ feelings can
feel threatening and scary:

It is much safer to relate to

students in terms of ideas than feelings.
Constructivist Listening.

In arguing for a vision of

education which recognizes the importance of seeing students
as whole persons, Weissglass (1990) states,

"reform programs

must include methods that address educators’ feelings
concerning schools, students and colleagues"

(p.

1). He

advocates the value of constructivist listening, a method of
listening which he describes as for the benefit of the
talker. He describes the goals of constructivist listening:
to encourage the talker to "reflect on the meaning of events
and ideas; express and work through feelings that are
interfering with clearer thinking; construct new meanings;
make decisions"

(p.

5). Both cognitive and affective

processing are viewed as necessary for increased
understanding. Weissglass states that talking and expressing
emotion about experiences facilitates the construction of
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new meanings and reduces the influence of past experiences
on present actions. He suggests that the process can lessen
the tendency to teach as you were taught, or to parent as
you were parented. 3

Chapter Summary
This chapter has argued for the value of critical
theory which conceives of schools as possible sites for
emancipatory interests. Schools play an important part in
the identity formation of students. While attention has been
given to the identity formation of female students, students
of color and working-class male students,

little attention

has been given to the formation of privileged identities.
Student teachers enter teacher preparation programs having
spent many years in school settings.

I have suggested that

trainees ought to examine the beliefs they have internalized
about themselves and their identities from their prior
school experiences. This work is of no less importance to
students of privileged identities in examining beliefs they
have internalized about themselves and others. Some

3 Re-evaluation Counselling
is one such method of
counselling
which
incorporates
ideas
of
constructivist
listening and the importance of expressing feelings. The
theory
assumes
that
everyone
is
born
with
tremendous
intellectual potential, natural zest and lovingness, but
these qualities have become blocked as a result of past
hurtful
experiences.
Through being able to express the
blocked feelings of hurt, pain, anger, fear etc. the theory
argues that it is possible for people to fully recover from
past hurts and to reclaim their full humanness (Jackins,
1978).
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principles of a pedagogy for use with students of privileged
identities were proposed. One of the main principles
involves critical

reflection on prior experience to reclaim

those aspects of students’

identities and abilities that

have been limited or negated.
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CHAPTER 3
SOCIALIZATION AND STUDENT TEACHER REFLECTION
If we are to take human agency seriously, we must
acknowledge the degree to which historical and
objective forces leave their ideological imprint
on the psyche itself. To do so is to lay the
groundwork for a critical encounter between
oneself and the dominant society, to acknowledge
what this society has made of us and decide
whether that is what we truly want to be (Giroux,
1983, p. 149).

The chapter reviews the research on student teacher
reflection.

I argue for a more analytical approach to the

problem of reflection, one that seeks to understand why
student teachers have difficulty reflecting. The research on
student teacher socialization identifies a number of
influences upon student teacher development,

including prior

school experience. While prior school experience has been
identified as an important factor influencing students’
educational beliefs and practices, the more general effects
of school experience on students’

identities have not been

considered. The problem of reflection is thus located within
a broader analysis of the influences upon student teacher
identity formation, with prior school experience being
defined as a significant obstacle to reflection.
The value of a critical perspective on teacher
socialization is argued for, one that recognizes the role of
power in shaping beliefs and identities. The chapter
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considers the different uses and benefits of autobiography
in drawing out connections between prior experience and
present practice.
critical

I suggest that autobiography defined as a

reflection upon and re-evaluation of prior

experience, can serve as a useful tool

in helping student

teachers clarify their thinking about their role as teacher.
Research on Student Teacher Reflection
Many researchers and teacher educators have been
concerned with creating a more thoughtful and creative
pedagogy. There has been widespread interest in the
development of a reflective teaching practice. A reflective
teaching practice is seen as one in which teachers review
and evaluate their actions. Such a practice it is assumed
will

lead to improvements in the quality of teaching,

thereby providing benefits for students as well as giving
teachers greater control over their own development.
While there is general agreement that a reflective
practice involves reviewing and evaluating actions, there
are differences in understanding as to what teachers need to
reflect upon. These understandings range from fairly narrow
concerns with the means to achieve given goals (Cruickshank
& Applegate,

1981), to much larger questions concerning the

goals of education and whether or not student teachers have
a critical awareness of the role of the education system in
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the larger political structure (Ginsburg,
Liston & Zeichner,

1988; Smyth,

1989;

1987).

The context within which teachers operate has been
recognized as an important factor influencing the
achievement of a reflective teaching practice.

In particular

the existing demands upon teachers time make it difficult
for teachers to be able to engage in a reflective practice.
Other important concerns relate to how to encourage teachers
to reflect on their practice and the level of support needed
to sustain changes in practice.
A large body of literature exists supporting the value
of encouraging student teachers to reflect on their practice
(e.g., Applegate, Shaklee & Hutchinson,
Bui lough,

1989; Calderhead,

1986; Goodman,
Zimpher,

1987; Gore,

1989; Korthagen,

Liston & Zeichner,
Richards & Gipe,

1989; Ferguson,
1987; Grant,

1985;

1989; Nolan & Huber,

1988; Ross,

1984;

1989; Garman,

1984; Howey &

Lalik, Niles & Murphy,
1989; Peters,

1989; Schon,

Martin & Mahlios; Weiss & Louden,
1987).

1989; Beyer,

1989;
1985;

1987; Wedman,

1989; Wildman & Niles

For the most part, the research has been concerned

with evaluating methods for facilitating reflection.

In many

cases analysis of why student teachers have difficulty
reflecting has been minimal.

Instead, the research has

appealed to the virtues of a "reflective" teaching practice
over a "none reflective" practice.

Indeed, the concept of

"reflective teaching" has become so widely used that it has
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been defined as a common slogan used by educators holding
diverse commitments and assumptions (Zeichner & Liston,
1990).
Ross (1989)

identifies three problems that the research

on reflection should address: defining the nature of
reflection,

identifying strategies for fostering reflection

in students, and assessing the impact of our efforts. While
these are indeed important concerns,

I suggest that a more

fundamental question involves understanding why student
teachers have such difficulties reflecting in the first
place.
The research on teacher socialization can usefully be
combined with the research on student teacher reflection.
Teacher socialization research has been defined as the field
of scholarship that seeks to understand the process whereby
the individual becomes a participating member of the society
of teachers (Zeichner & Gore,

1990).

I propose that the

research on teacher socialization and the three main
research traditions functionalist,

interpretivist and the

critical theory, provide a broader context for analyzing the
problem of student teacher reflection. The research
traditions help delineate the differences and similarities
in approaches to the problem of reflection. Each research
tradition offers an understanding of the larger relationship
of self and society, and the specific issues and concerns
for teacher preparation.
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The functionalist perspective has been adopted in a
number of studies of teacher socialization in which teacher
preparation has been presented as a relatively passive
process whereby new teachers are introduced to the existing
norms and behaviors of the profession (Katz,

1972; Raggett,

1975). More recent studies of teacher socialization have
been carried out from the interpretive or interactionist
perspective. Rather than socialization being seen as a
passive adaptation to existing situations, studies have
focused on the active role of the individual
socialization (Lacey,

1977; Ross,

in

1987). The self is seen as

an independent actor capable of initiating actions and
reflecting upon them. Although recognizing the influence of
the social world upon the self, studies have focused on the
individual teacher’s ability to influence and negotiate
situations. Nias (1986) concludes from her study of new
entrants to the teaching profession and the ways in which
they sought to preserve their sense of identity,

"in the

absence of a context in which individuals felt they could
'be themselves’, they used strategies which protected their
sense of personal

identity while enabling them to enjoy the

support of their colleagues"

(p. 26). The emphasis on

individual negotiation is supported by Woods (1981). He
writes
It is in these areas of teacher biography that the
individual has most choice, choosing how to
distribute commitments over a range of concerns,
selecting an identity from a range of roles and
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testing it reflexively in a continuous process of
interactions with others (p. 141).
The interpretive perspective provides a view of teachers as
actively engaged in negotiating their reality.
The critical approach to teacher socialization
emphasizes the connections between education, teacher
preparation and the inequalities of the larger society. This
approach highlights the role of the social forces of class,
race and gender in the formation of identities. Rather than
socialization being studied as a process of individual
development, the focus is on the common social forces
shaping identities and the differences in identities between
groups.
Socialization.

Identity Formation and Reflection

The concept of identity is an important theme which
integrates the research on reflection and student teacher
socialization. Questions of identity are particularly
pertinent to student teachers in the process of transition
from being students to taking on responsibility for teaching
students. The change from student to teacher involves
important adjustments and challenges to trainee’s beliefs
and identities.
Student teacher identity can be considered as having
two components: more general

ideas and beliefs that student

teachers hold about their own self worth and abilities, and
specific beliefs and actions relating to teaching, and
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education. Teacher socialization research, consisting mostly
of functionalist and interactionist studies, has focused on
student teachers’

beliefs and actions connected to teaching

and the influence of factors such as prior school
experience, teacher education course work and field
experiences. Teaching schemas (Bullough,
perspectives (Goodman,
(Hollingsworth,

1990), teaching

1987), teaching philosophies

1989), conceptual framework (Ross,

social strategies (Lacey,

1977;

1987) and

Zeichner, Tabachnick &

Densmore,

1987) have all been proposed to describe student

teachers’

beliefs and actions in relation to teaching.

While studies of student teacher socialization have
concentrated on the factors influencing trainees’ beliefs
and actions in relation to teaching and education, the
connections between these beliefs and student teachers’
larger identity have not been explored. More precisely,
although prior school experience has been highlighted as an
influence on the beliefs and ideas trainees hold about
teaching and education, the research has not addressed the
more general

role of schooling in identity formation and the

effects on the process of learning to teach.
The research on reflection has likewise focused
specifically on student teachers’

beliefs and actions

relating to teaching and learning. The research problem has
been defined as an evaluation of various interventions
designed to make student teachers reflect. Autobiography
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(Applegate, Shaklee & Hutchinson,

1989), journals (Bolin,

1988) , peer teaching (Morine-Dershimer,
peer partnerships (Richert,
1989) ,

1989) portfolio and

1987), case-studies (Roth,

action research projects (Zeichner & Liston,

and ethnographic study (Zeichner & Liston,

1987)

1987) have all

been proposed as a means to facilitate reflection.
In summary, much of the research on reflection has
lacked an analytical approach, concentrating on finding
methods to make student teachers reflect, without seeking to
understand why student teachers have difficulty reflecting.
Little context is provided either for the problem of
reflection or for student teachers. Too often reflection has
simply been presented as something which is obviously
desirable, therefore omitting any analysis as to why
reflection is problematic. The research has appealed to the
value of reflective action over non reflective action
without attempting any serious analysis of why reflection is
not taking place.
It is possible that the "problem of reflection" is less
one of how to make student teachers reflect and more one of
understanding the obstacles preventing reflection. The
research on teacher socialization provides a deeper
understanding of the factors influencing student teacher
development,

including the importance of prior school

experience.
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Much of the research on reflection and student teacher
socialization has been based on the interactionist
perspective in which student teachers are conceptualized as
separate individuals and reflection is presented as a given,
isolated problem. The connections between beliefs,

identity

and reflection have mostly been unexplored. Similarly, the
more general
students’

influence of prior school experience on

identities has been overlooked as a factor in

learning to teach. Attempts to make student teachers
reflect,

have therefore been based on the simplistic view

that trainees’

beliefs are relatively autonomous or free

from personal or emotional
susceptible to change.

investment, and therefore easily

I suggest instead, that many of the

beliefs trainees hold about teaching, and education are not
just isolated beliefs,

but are closely bound up with their

own sense of self worth and identity,

related to their

experience as a student.
The interactionist and functionalist explanations of
socialization fail to address the role of power in shaping
identities and beliefs (Atkinson & Delamont,

1985). Rather

than seeing beliefs and identities as individually held, the
critical perspective on teacher socialization recognizes the
role of power in identity formation, and particularly the
influence of social forces of class,

race and gender.

Zeichner and Gore (1990) in their review of the research on
teacher socialization,

refer to the tendency of researchers
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to focus on individual characteristics as a major limitation
of most studies. They write "almost all of the research .
.

.

has focused exclusively on the individual characteristics,

conceptions, skills, and dispositions that students bring to
teacher education programs and has ignored the collective
aspects of socialization into teaching"

(p. 334).

So far as I am aware, few teacher education programs
make provision for the proposition that students already
know a great deal about how teachers teach and students
learn. Similarly, the research literature on reflection has,
for the most part,

ignored the importance of the ideas and

beliefs that students bring to teacher education. Much of
the research and many of the proposed strategies for
fostering reflection make the assumption, tacitly at least,
that students’

beliefs are not important as they can easily

be overwritten and/or that it is improper, because too
personal,

to address the beliefs students hold.

There is, however, some awareness of the importance of
prior school experience displayed both in the general
literature on teacher development, for example Lortie
(1975), and among a small group of researchers and
educational theorists who have taken a more analytical
approach toward the problem of reflection (Bolin,
Britzman,

1986;

Buchmann,

Nemser & Buchmann,

1989; Feiman-Nemser,

1985; Ross,

Niles, Magliaro & McLaughlin,

1987; Sykes,
1989;
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1988;

1983; Feiman-

1986; Wildman,

Zeichner & Liston,

1987). Nevertheless, the fundamental question of why student
teachers have difficulty reflecting has received little
attention.

The Role of Prior School

Experience in Learning to Teach

Prior school experience affects learning to teach in
two ways.

First,

researchers and teacher educators have

focused on the influences which years spent in classrooms
have upon student teachers’ thinking. Second, an aspect
which is mostly unconsidered,
shaping students’

is the role of schooling in

identities through providing them with

messages about their abilities and self worth as learners.
Effects on Beliefs about Teaching and Education
Buchmann (1989) presents the problem of teacher
education as "the fact that aspiring teachers come to their
preparation with set ideas about teaching,

learning and

schooling that fit with the larger ideal and institutional
order into which they were born"

(p.

181). She asks,

"how

can we educate people about what they are already familiar
with?"

(p.

181).

when she writes,

Feiman-Nemser (1983) makes a similar point
"Unless formal training can modify

pre-existent images of teachers and teaching, future
teachers will practice what their teachers did
Zeichner and Liston (1987) refer to

(p.

154).

how much unlearning has

to go on" and the difficulties of "overcoming the influence
of prior experience"

(p. 42).
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Student teachers have had years of experience in
classroom settings. Armaline and Hoover (1989) write "We are
teachers in the only profession in which every single
student brings at least 12 years of vocational observation
and participation to the very first class in professional
education"

(p. 46).

Prior experience is viewed both as an

important influence on a student teachers’ thinking and as a
significant obstacle to change. The Holmes Group (1986) in
their analysis of schools and the problems of teacher
education write,

"the last five years of reports on high

schools present a dismal account of high school teaching.
Most of it is dreary. Teaching consists chiefly of either
dull
(p.

lectures or fact oriented workbook assignments"
15).

In explaining why this is so, they write,

"part of

the answer probably lies in the ways these teachers were
taught in school, which seems to have been similarly dreary"
(p.

15).
Exposure to Traditional Methods of Teaching. Studies

that have taken a more analytical approach to teacher
preparation and the problem of reflection have recognized
students’ exposure to traditional methods of teaching and
learning as an obstacle in learning to teach. Student
teachers enter teacher training programs having spent many
years in traditional classroom settings. They draw upon
their own prior school experience for ideas about teaching,
learning,

and education, many of these ideas being tacit and
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unexamined. While Goodman (1988) refers to student teachers’
"intuitive screens," Hollingsworth (1989) describes student
teachers as having "loosely formulated philosophies of
education." These philosophies
. . . personally explain what teachers do and how
children learn in classrooms. These perspectives
serve as culturally based filters to help make
sense of the program content, their roles as
student teachers, their observations of classrooms
at work, and their translation of program content
into teaching/learning activities in classrooms
(Hollingsworth, 1989, p. 162).
The model of teaching and learning that students are
most familiar with,

that they themselves have experienced,

is that of the banking system of education (Freire,

1981).

Under the banking system of education students are seen as
empty vessels with the teachers’

role being to fill the

vessels. This is the model of learning that student teachers
have most knowledge of and familiarity with. Prior school
experience therefore acts as an obstacle to reflection
through furnishing student teachers with a limited model for
thinking about their own practice as a teacher. Teacher
educators concerned with changing pedagogies must pay
attention to the beliefs, assumptions and models that
trainees bring with them to teacher preparation programs.
One approach for dealing with student teachers’
experience (Ball,
experience.

past

1989) suggests the need to break with

Ball writes

Unless mathematics teacher educators are satisfied
with what prospective teachers have learned from
their experiences as students in math classrooms
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(and most are not), this highlights a need to
interrupt, to break in, what is otherwise a smooth
continuity from student to teacher (p. 6).
Although recognizing some of the limitations of prior school
experience,

Buchmann (1989)

is less confident about the

benefits of breaking with past experience. She argues that
"this weight [of experience] cannot solely be seen as a dead
hand which people must shake off to flourish"

(p.

191). One

example Buchmann provides of how prior experience can be a
"great help" to trainees is that of offering them "a
repertoire of concrete, cathected images of people with the
requisite presence"

(p.

186). She sees the view of breaking

with past experience as being based on ideas of wanting to
convert student teachers:

"to bring teachers in training

over to specified new and better understandings from
implicit prior beliefs regarded as false or in error"
(p.

182). Buchmann argues that even though experience is

"partial and far from perfect," we should not underestimate
its value to student teachers (p.

191).

Hollingsworth (1989) provides one of the few studies of
the interaction between program values and goals, and the
beliefs teaching candidates bring to teacher preparation
programs. She argues that teacher education programs are
"traditionally designed in a manner that capitalizes on
preexisting knowledge of what schools and classrooms are
like, thereby ensuring that preservice teachers turn out to
be very much like the existing teaching force
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(p.

162).

Where the curriculum and the methods do not closely resemble
the preservice teachers’ educational background, she states
they "appear to be washed out in the real world of the
classroom"

(p.

162).

The beliefs that students bring to teacher preparation
programs have been recognized as an important factor in the
limited impact of such programs on students’ thinking
(Lortie,

1975;

Bullough,

Tabachnick & Densmore,

1990; Ross,

1987; Zeichner,

1987). Bullough (1990) describes this

realization in relation to his own teacher preparation
program.
In effect, given the strength of many of our
student’s teaching schemas, they appeared to be
discounting what we were attempting to accomplish
in our program or, simply, picking and choosing
program elements that confirmed what they already
assumed to be true about teaching and themselves
as teachers (p. 9).
Support for the ability of teacher preparation programs
to bring about cognitive change is provided by Hollingsworth
(1989). She concludes that "preservice teachers can learn
ideas that they did not bring into the program." She sees
her findings as lending some support to the view that "it
might be possible to educate preservice teachers who will
challenge conservative school models." Hollingsworth argues
that the results of her study clearly indicated the
importance of understanding the incoming beliefs of
students. She claims that this knowledge can help direct
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students’

placements in school settings,

inform their

supervision and understand their learning (p.

186).

Although Hollingsworth’s study provides evidence for
the importance of students’ pre-program beliefs as a
mediating factor in the achievement of program goals, she
does not consider the question of how or whether teacher
preparation programs might seek to help students understand
the assumptions,
programs.

beliefs and ideas that they bring to such

In speaking about one student, she appears to

suggest that students ought to be responsible for
confronting their own beliefs. She noted,

“the result was

satisfaction in terms of her performance,

but not a

deepening understanding of her own beliefs that might have
resulted from confronting and examining her preprogram ideas
about education"

(p.

171). Unless teacher preparation

programs attend to trainees’ pre-program beliefs,

I suggest

it is difficult to know what sort of commitment students can
be expected to have to program goals. Consequently, the
degree of change that teacher education programs can effect
would appear to be limited to what Hollingsworth observed in
five of her students:
classroom management],

"their changes in thinking [about
in other words, were accomplished

without changing their basic identities"

(p.

176).

Student teachers have varying degrees of awareness of
their own school experience. For some student teachers their
school experience appears to figure very prominently both in
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their philosophy of education and even in their decision to
want to be a teacher. Whether student teachers have thought
about their prior school experience or not, or whether their
school experience was "positive’’ or "negative,"

it would

seem important for teacher educators to attend to the ideas
and beliefs that student teachers are bringing with them
from their prior school experience. As Knowles & Ems (1990)
write in recognition of the power of prior school
experience,

"Experiences with classrooms as students are far

more powerful teachers than mere classroom talk about
teachers"

(p.

26).

Effects on Students*

Identities

In addition to providing student teachers with beliefs
and ideas about teaching and education, prior school
experience provides students with messages about their self
worth and abilities.

Education plays a main part in the

development of a student’s sense of identity.
Schools are places in which students are continuously
evaluated and in which teachers exercise considerable power
over students. A substantial body of literature in the
sociology of education argues that education acts to limit
the development of students’ full abilities. Education,
is argued,

it

teaches conformity, discourages students from

questioning, dismisses students’ experience and generally
dehumanizes and disempowers students (Bowles and Gintis,
1976;

Freire,

1981; Giroux,

1983; Kreisberg,
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in press;

Krishnamurti,

1981; Shor,

1986).

Freire (1981),

in his

description of “banking education" writes,
The teacher teaches and the students are taught;
the teacher knows everything and the students know
nothing, the teacher talks and the students
listen; the teacher disciplines and the students
are disciplined; the teacher chooses the content
and the students who were not consulted adapt to
it (p. 59).
This view is supported by Goldenberg (1978) who writes,
Both the learning experience and the social
settings in which most formal learning currently
takes place are, by and large, characterized by
fear, the denial of individuality, and the
affirmation of conformity, control and coercion as
appropriate mechanisms for shaping what is
considered responsible behavior (p. 8).
It is conformity that education is seen to encourage, not
critical awareness.
Teachers’ evaluations provide students with important
messages about their worth as individuals e.g.,
student,"

"college prep."

"lower track,"

"a bright

"unmotivated."

Students have little right of reply. They have little power,
either to challenge teachers’ evaluations or to influence
the basis upon which they are evaluated. Because students
are relatively powerless, teachers’ evaluations often are
internalized by students, coming to form part of their
identity. Through the power of evaluation, teachers
therefore have considerable influence in shaping a student s
sense of self or identity.
Students’

identity, their intelligence,

lovingness and

curiosity is restricted by the years of exposure to limiting
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models of learning. Smith (1988) provided evidence of the
negative influence of prior school experience on a student
teacher’s sense of self. Student teachers spoke about their
lack of self confidence at school and of having little sense
of direction when it came to making important decisions
affecting their lives.
In addition to the way students as a whole are
oppressed, students receive specific and limiting messages
in relation to gender,

race and social class. Certain groups

of students including females,

people of color and students

from working-class backgrounds have traditionally been
discriminated against in education (Burstein & Cabello,
1989). The system of discrimination,

provides white, male,

and middle and upper-class students with certain benefits or
privileges. While discrimination results in some groups
receiving privileges,

and others being oppressed, there is

now more awareness that systems of discrimination involve
all young people in being given misinformation both about
their own identities and those of others. There is greater
recognition that oppressive behavior and attitudes are
learned and of the central

role schools play in conveying

messages about social differences and identity.
In summary, prior school experience provides student
teachers with beliefs about teaching,

learning and

education, and about their own self worth.

I have argued

that the banking model of education which predominates in
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education furnishes student teachers with limiting ideas
about teaching and education, as well as restricting the
development of their identities. These two aspects of
identity are essentially connected as Lortie (1975) noted in
relation to the apprenticeship of observation.
interaction, moreover,

"The

is not passive observation -it is

usually a relationship which has consequences for the
student and thus is invested with affect. Teachers possess
power over their charges"
strong emotional

(p.

38). There is likely to be a

investment in the ideas that student

teachers hold about teaching and learning.
Prior school experience therefore acts as a major
obstacle to reflection.

I suggest that through critical

reflection on their prior school experience, student
teachers can begin to reclaim a fuller sense of their own
identity and a more complete sense of the possibilities for
the roles of both teachers and students.
Life History and Autobiography
Life history and autobiography provide one method for
exploring the connections between prior experience and
present practice. A small number of teacher educators who
have recognized the importance of prior school experience as
an influence on student teachers’ thinking about teaching
and learning, make use of student biography to explore the
connections and tensions between prior experience and the
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experience of learning to teach. Support for the use of life
history and autobiography with teachers and students is
provided by Britzman,
and Yamagishi,

1986;

Bullough,

1988; Goodson,

Miles and Furlong,
1988; and Woods,

1980; Knowles and Ems,

1988; Norquay,

1987.

1990; Butt, Raymond

1990;

Pinar,

1990;

1988; Quicke,

In general these approaches are based

on the recognition that prior experience acts as an
important influence on present thinking and action.
Many of the studies using autobiography have been
carried out from an interactionist perspective,

in part a

reaction against structuralist explanations (functionalist
and certain Marxist views) which have portrayed teachers and
students in a relatively passive manner, controlled by the
structural

requirements of the larger society.

Instead,

teachers are seen as being able to change situations as well
as themselves (Woods,

1987).

There are a number of different levels of analysis for
the uses and values of life history and autobiography. The
emphasis in the first level

is on being able to show the

connections that exist between present practice and prior
experience, how prior experience can explain present action.
Butt et al.

(1988) write "it is important to understand how

teachers experience their working realities, how they act
within their classrooms and how they got to be that way
through personal/professional developments and changes
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(p. 89). They refer to teachers bringing "a particular set
of dispositions and personal knowledge" to their teaching
gained through their particular life’s history (Butt et al.,
p.

151).

Quicke (1988) reports on a study in which structured
life histories were used to teach the sociology and social
psychology of education.

Students were asked "to reflect on

their own life history and socialization with particular
reference to their involvement as a pupil and teacher in the
education system." Miles and Furlong (1988) also asked
student teachers to reflect on their school experiences.
This was one of five different approaches that they studied
for relating educational theory to practice. Students
participated in a secondary school clinical training
experience and were then asked to reflect on their
experience. Although the focus of the study was on students’
present experience rather than past experience, one
objective was to give a greater role to the experiences and
abilities of students. They write "Rather than being taught
how others within the educational disciplines have analyzed
aspects of schooling, the students in this course were
themselves expected to develop the skills of reflecting
deeply on their own practice and experience in school"
(p.

85).

In their evaluation of the success of the course

Miles and Furlong referred to students being provided with a
real

basis for longer term professional development.
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A second level of analysis goes beyond a concern with
description to include facilitating change. A key idea of
this approach is that life history and autobiography can
help participants make explicit the beliefs and assumptions
they hold and explore the origins of those meanings.
manner,

participants’

beliefs can be made susceptible to

reason and therefore more open to change (Bullough,
Knowles & Ems,

In this

1990;

1990).

In their use of personal histories with student
teachers,

Knowles and Ems (1990) describe the many and

varied experiences that students bring with them to teacher
preparation as "molding the educational thinking of
preservice teachers"
trainees’

(p.

3). They identify three areas that

personal histories affect: their receptivity

towards various teaching methods, the problems they identify
during teaching and finally the ways they think about
themselves as teachers.
Knowles and Ems (1990) describe a number of approaches
that they use to help students express their personal
histories. These include listening,

ranging from unscheduled

informal chats to research interviews, autobiographical
writing,

reflective papers and interactive journals. They

describe their work as based on the understanding that
"preservice teachers already have a process for building
premises about good instruction and that this process is in
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fine working order (and) we see the powerful potential for
cooperating with them and the process"

(p.

27).

One area in which Knowles and Ems explicitly refer to
wanting to influence preservice teachers’ views is in
preservice teachers’

attributions.

Preservice teachers are

presented as assuming that their own experience as a student
is prototypical. They assume that their experience provides
an adequate basis upon which to draw generalized conclusions
about what good instruction must look like. Knowles and Ems
seek to offset this tendency by engaging the students that
they teach in thinking about the activities of the class and
offering their own expertise about the principles behind
good instruction (p.

28).

A third level of analysis for using life history and
autobiography operates from a critical perspective on prior
experience and society. This perspective rejects the
interactionist view with its emphasis on individual
identity.

Instead the view points to the role that the

larger political structure, characterized by relationships
of exploitation and domination, plays in shaping both
similarities and differences in identities. Norquay (1990)
rejects "the experience explains practice paradigm

which

she sees as guiding much life history and autobiography
work.

She argues that this approach

accepts experience as

'given’ and personal, without regard for the role social,
ideological and historical forces play in constructing both
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identity and "experience"

(p.

12). She states that "the

reflective but non-contextualised presentation of teacher’s
lives does not in any way make room for real change" (p. 2).
It is the recognition of the role that the larger
social and political structure has in shaping identities and
experiences that distinguishes this approach.
view,

From this

a life history is as much a statement of a larger

political context, an interaction with that context, as it
is a detailed record of an individual

life.

It is the

collective aspects of identity and socialization,
factors of race,

including

gender and social class that have too often

been ignored in life history work (Norquay 1990). The
importance of the collective aspects of identity is
similarly noted by Zeichner and Gore (1990). They state
Teachers are not just individuals possessing
various knowledge, skills, and dispositions, but
they are also gendered subjects who are members of
particular generations, races, social-class groups
and who teach particular subjects at specific
levels in the system of schooling (p. 334).
The interaction of self and social structure as Weiler
(1988) argues,

is not one in which individuals are 'free’ to

create themselves. She states,

"The individual

is forced to

respond to a socially defined identity .... They are born
into and must work within existing social definitions of
their own ascribed identity"

(p.

75). The two constraints

Weiler identifies are those within consciousness in the form
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of internalized misinformation,
financial

and the material or

restraints.

While structural forces are seen as shaping the
subjective experiences of individuals,

the relationship is

not just one of determinism. Acts of resistance and change
are part of the other side of what is seen as a dialectical
relationship. Weiler (1988)
teachers,

in her study of feminist

referred to their growing consciousness and how

this “in turn led them to take certain actions both in their
own lives and in their teaching to try to become actors in
history who can in some measure transform the reality they
have inherited"

(p.

73).

This third approach calls for the adoption of a more
critical stance toward prior experience, to exposing beliefs
to scrutiny (Ross,

1987). Norquay (1990)

likewise argues

that it is "important to look beyond the simplistic
connections individuals make between their past and their
present lives, and begin to interrogate memories in order to
uncover the contradictions"

(p.

12). Rather than simply

being concerned with describing prior experience, the focus
is on scrutinizing prior beliefs and interrogating memories
to uncover contradictions.
The three goals or concerns in doing life history
identified by Norquay include:

interrogating experiences,

revealing multiple and contradictory versions of self, and
challenging current practices that often silence and
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invalidate students. The concern of life history research,
particularly at this third level of analysis,

is to help

individuals gain greater control over their lives. Weiler
(1988) states that encouraging students to explore and
analyze the forces acting upon their lives,

leads to their

empowerment.
While this third level of analysis for the uses of life
history and autobiography is at present the least developed,
it also appears to offer potential. Woods (1987) referred to
seeing “what life histories could do for raising teacher
consciousness with respect to other pressing issues such as
gender and racial differentiation in schools" (p.

131).

Student Teachers. Autobiography and Critical Reflection
Weiler (1988) writes that life histories can reveal
past struggles and oppression; they also show people in the
process of generating self-critique as they struggle to
understand the imprint of historical forces upon them and to
act in the present in circumstances beyond their immediate
control

(p.

74).

I argue that it is of vital

importance for

trainee teachers to critically reflect upon their own life
and particularly their educational experience.

If teachers

are to seriously consider their students’ subjectivities,
then as Norquay (1990) argues, they have to be aware of how
their own identity, their race, class and gender informs
their teaching practice.

In a like manner, only by student

teachers critically reflecting on their experiences and
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identities will they be able to help their students answer
questions of identity.
Weiler (1988) describes the importance of reflection on
prior experience in the teachers’

lives that she studied:

It is their own reflection upon what they have
lived through and their ability to apply values
and abstract ideals to their own experiences and
life histories that has led them to change in
their own lives and to assert the possibility of
change in the lives of others (p. 90).
By providing student teachers with a theoretical
understanding of the way in which identity is shaped and
limited by the structures of society, and through offering a
supportive context for them to examine their beliefs and
assumptions, student teachers can be encouraged to
critically reflect upon their prior experience. This is
similar to the way in which the women teachers Weiler
interviewed described their work with students:
. . . providing a place where students could
interrogate their own accepted beliefs and
identities; they defined teaching not as the
transmission of a static body of "knowledge," what
Freire refers to as banking education, but as an
expansion of accepted discourse both about society
as a whole and about the subjective experiences of
students (p. 127).
In conclusion,

I have argued that it is important to

understand why student teachers have difficulties
reflecting.

I have suggested that prior school experience

represents an important obstacle to reflection. The use of
autobiography with student teachers from a critical
perspective appears to offer potential. Through critically
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reflecting on and re-evaluating prior school experiences,
student teachers can begin to free their thinking from the
constraints of prior experience.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to further our
understanding of the role of prior school experience in
student teachers’

identities, and on their thinking about

teaching and education. The study explored one approach to
working with student teachers’

prior experiences as a tool

for freeing their thinking from the patterns of earlier
experience.
Both a descriptive component and an intervention were
included in the design.

Data were collected through

interviews, journals and audio-tape recordings. Student
teachers were interviewed and asked to talk about their
prior school experiences. A support group was set up with
the student teachers to explore further the influence of
earlier school experience.

Portions of these meetings were

recorded. With the data thus accumulated it was possible to
explore the value of focused attention on prior experiences.
An earlier study (Smith,

1988)

illustrated the

influences of schooling upon student teachers’ thinking
about career choice and their ideas about education and
teaching. A common theme was the realization of not really
knowing why they were doing what they were doing. The study
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highlighted the importance of prior school experience as a
factor in teacher development and the need to give greater
attention to these earlier experiences.
The present study sought to provide descriptions of
student teachers’

prior school experience and through

establishing a support group, offer student teachers focused
attention for re-evaluating their earlier school
experiences. The assumption of the study was that focused
attention to early school experiences could help student
teachers clarify their thinking about teaching and
education.
The study employed the method of cooperative inquiry
(Reason,

1989), described as research that is "with and for

people rather than on people"

(p.

1). The idea of

cooperative inquiry is that all those involved contribute
both to the creative thinking that goes into the enterprise
and to making sense of what is found out. Cooperative
inquiry recognizes the value of the skills, experiences and
knowledge of participants or co-researchers to the research
process.
Participants
The participants for the study were social studies
student teachers enrolled in the Secondary Teacher Education
Program (STEP) at the University of Massachusetts, who
planned to student teach in the following semester. The
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participants were selected from a pool of volunteers
obtained in a course on Methods of Teaching Social Studies.
Three male and three female students were selected from
those who volunteered.

In the final analysis the sample was

one of convenience. The deciding factor as to which student
teachers participated in the study was one of availability
to meet at an agreed upon time. The students were awarded
credit as part of the final project required in the Methods
course. A full protocol for informed consent was used and
the participants’ anonymity was maintained in all written
material

(see Appendix A).

The choice of social studies student teachers reflects
my own interest and background as a social studies teacher.
The equal gender balance was included so that similarities
and differences in the prior school experiences of male and
female students could be explored.
In-depth Interviewing
In-depth interviews were used in which the student
teachers were asked to describe their prior school
experiences and to talk about the connections they saw
between their experience as a student and their role as a
trainee. The interviews were structured with a specific set
of questions and each interview was audio-taped.
Each student teacher was interviewed by myself twice,
once at the beginning of the project and once at the end.
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The first interview asked student teachers to address
specific questions concerning their earlier school
experience and how they saw this experience relating to
their understanding of their role as a teacher. The
interview included both descriptive questions (Can you
describe some of your prior school experiences?), evaluative
questions (In what ways do you see that your own school
experience could have been improved?), and self knowledge
questions (What do you see yourself as having to offer to
your students?).

(See Appendix B for the complete set of

questions). The interviews were transcribed and the student
teachers were each provided with a full transcript.
In carrying out interviews in which people are asked to
talk about themselves and their feelings,

it is important to

ensure that the participants do not feel threatened by the
situation and that they do not feel apprehensive about
revealing personal perceptions and information. Meeting this
condition both adds to the richness of the interview data
obtained and also reduces the likelihood of obtaining
socially desirable answers. As one of the major variables in
any interview situation is the interviewer,

I felt it was

essential that I carry out the interviews. By so doing I was
able to develop a rapport with the participants and to gain
a better understanding of their concerns. This was
particularly important in the pre-interview as the material
obtained and the rapport established with the participants
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enhanced my effectiveness as the support group facilitator.
The disadvantages of my carrying out the interviews includes
the possibility that the data may have been distorted by my
own interests and expectations, or that the participants may
have reacted to my role as instructor or support group
leader by providing responses they might not have given had
the interviews been carried out by an independent third
party.

Support Group
The second stage of the project involved student
teachers operating as a support group. The group met once a
week for five weeks (see Appendix C for a weekly breakdown
of activities). Student teachers were asked to construct a
profile of themselves, using the interview transcript as a
basis. At the first group meeting, the participants each
presented their profile to the rest of the group. The
introductions were important for building a sense of trust
and identity as a group.
In the support group, student teachers expanded on and
clarified their answers to the initial

interview questions.

Listening to the other group members’ talk about their
school experiences led the participants to explore
similarities and differences in their backgrounds. Specific
areas addressed in the support group included positive and
negative school experiences, the value of the academic
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component of their education, and role their school
experience offered in providing them with direction in their
lives. A second agenda involved an exploration of the role
of students’

school experience in the formation of their

gender identities. The students described their experience
of being male or female at school and analyzed their
experiences for salient gender differences. To assist them
in this process, a model of socialization was provided which
focused on the role of schooling in shaping student
development. This model

related issues of power in the

larger society to students’

position in school and the

influences upon their development of such forces as class,
race and gender
Students are a group with relatively little power. The
value for members of an oppressed group in sharing their
experiences is widely accepted in dealing with sexism,
racism and homophobia (Griffin,
Neitlich,

1989; Jackins,

1978;

1985). One of the main characteristics of

oppression is the way members of an oppressed group are
isolated from one another and often come to blame each other
for problems that in essence are social and cultural. One
objective, therefore,

for having the trainees participate in

a support group in which sharing their school experience was
a central activity, was to counteract the isolation so often
fostered by competition in schools. An important goal for
the work in the support group thus was to provide trainees
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with an opportunity to re-evaluate their own prior school
experience, to recognize that what they considered to be
their own personal

inadequacy or problem was a much broader

issue affecting other people.
The support group provided student teachers with an
opportunity to talk about school experiences, to be listened
to and to have their accounts validated through sharing.
Although students spend many years in educational
institutions,

rarely are they given an opportunity to talk

about their experience. The student teachers were asked to
identify both positive and negative school experiences and
to describe the ways in which they would have liked school
to have been different. One objective of asking student
teachers to talk about prior school experience was to obtain
information about what role prior experience now played in
their thinking about teaching and learning. The student
teachers were asked to identify ways in which their school
experience had influenced their thinking about teaching and
learning.

In addition they were asked to consider the

implications of their own school experience for their
practice as a teacher.
A second concern,

in asking student teachers to talk

about prior school experiences, was to provide an
opportunity to challenge any negative self messages they had
received and internalized as students. Because students have
little power to influence the decisions affecting their
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education,

they are vulnerable to being blamed, made to feel

inadequate, or limited,
fault. Students’

by situations which are not their

lack of power, combined with competitive

peer relationships, often result in students being unable to
process their feelings.

By giving attention to these earlier

hurts through process activities in the support group,
may be less likely that trainees will

it

repeat the same

behaviors with their own students.
Helping student teachers clarify their own school
experience provides a tool for them to integrate their
experience as a student with their practice as a teacher.
The support group process sought to make explicit and
therefore subject to evaluation, trainees’ beliefs about
teaching and learning and about themself, which previously
had been implicit and unexamined.

From reflecting on their

own school experience, trainees may be better equipped to
address the concerns of their own students and to make
informed judgments about teaching and learning. Moreover,
identifying trainees’

by

beliefs about teaching and education,

teacher educators can acquire information which might allow
them to fine tune program process and content to meet the
concerns and beliefs of trainees.
The second interview was carried out at the end of the
project after the support group meetings had been completed
(see Appendix D for a timetable of events). The interview
was structured and included some of the same evaluative and
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self knowledge questions asked in the initial

interview. The

participants’ answers to the questions in the first
interview were compared with those made in the final
interview. The differences between the answers provided some
indication of changes associated with the intervention.
Gathering Data
Data were collected throughout the period of the
support group meeting by audio-taping and by asking the
participating student teachers to keep a journal. The
journal served as a record of the trainees’

reactions to the

work in the support group. These included ideas that they
learned in the group, experiences that they wanted to
examine further, or feelings that they had about the group
work or particular members of the group. The journal also
served as a place for trainees to note any observations that
occurred in between the group meeting times. Participants
were assured that the journals would not be read by anyone
other than the investigator. The student teachers’ journals
were collected and read by the researcher three times
throughout the course of the study.
Analysis of Data
The data base included two interviews, journals and the
five support group meetings.

Each interview was audio-taped

and the audio-tapes transcribed by the researcher. The
transcriptions were used both by the researcher and by the
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participants who reviewed them in constructing their
profiles. The support group tapes also were transcribed in
full. The first procedure in working with the interview and
support group data involved marking passages of interest in
the transcripts. These marked passages were then cross
referenced to the various interview questions, for example,
negative school experiences, positive school experiences,
how school could be improved (see Appendix E). The analysis
started with categories that were based upon the interview
questions. These initial categories were adjusted, depending
both on the data gathered and on further insights that arose
from recognizing connections between student teacher
reflection and the theoretical

literature used to frame the

study, particularly that related to autobiography.
The data generated from both the support group and the
interviews were analyzed using the same categories (see
Appendix E). All data sources were examined for any evidence
of changes in awareness or clarity in the student teachers’
understanding of their prior school experience, or shifts in
their anticipated role as a trainee. A comparison was made
among the answers to the initial

interview questions, the

data generated in the support group, and the final
interview.

Included under the heading of "change

were, a

more elaborate description of prior school experience,
events that the trainees described as "never having thought
about before now," new connections between prior school
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experience and the role as a trainee, and more detailed self
knowledge and self worth statements.
The second level of analysis sought to identify common
themes in the student teachers’ experience and answers.
Common themes included, feelings of adequacy or inadequacy,
issues of gender, class or race, views about the value of
their own educational experience, and the process of making
career decisions.

Establishing Trustworthiness
Lincoln and Guba (1985) define the basic issue of
trustworthiness as "how can an observer persuade his or her
audiences that the findings of an inquiry are worth paying
attention to, worth taking account of?"

(p.

290). The study

incorporated two procedures described by Lincoln and Guba
for establishing trustworthiness: Peer Debriefing, and
Member Checking.
Peer Debriefing involves identifying a peer who is not
associated with the study who periodically engages the
researcher in conversations intended to clarify the
perceptions, evolving interpretations and theoretical or
procedural

issues. The peer debriefer may act to challenge

interpretations made by the researcher, suggest issues that
the researcher has not considered, or provide support by
listening to the researcher’s struggles.
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One of the main roles of the peer debriefer was to
ensure that the researcher’s own prior educational
experience, the beliefs,
messages,

ideas and internalized self worth

did not interfere with making informed decisions.

Researchers,

like student teachers,

bring years of

experience in school settings to their work.

It was as

important for me as a researcher engaged in studying
education,

to be paying attention to the influences of my

prior experience, as it is for those engaged in learning to
teach.

In carrying out the research it was essential that I

gave full attention to my own role and to the assumptions
guiding my interactions with student teachers.
A second area to which it was important to give
particular attention, was my role as a graduate student and
my interaction with my doctoral committee.

I have years of

experience in the role of a student and, with that, all the
internalized understandings and self worth messages about
whose views are important, who defers to whom, and what is
acceptable behavior for a student.

I had to be constantly

attentive to my own action to ensure that these internalized
patterns of acting and thinking did not act to impede my own
thinking. The peer debriefer played a key role in helping me
to maintain clear thinking.
The second procedure for sustaining trustworthiness,
Member-Checking,
the themes,

involved asking the participants whether

interpretations and conclusions made by the
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researcher were adequate representations. The participants
were provided with transcriptions of both their interviews.
For the first interview,

student teachers were asked to

comment on the accuracy of the transcription and to
construct their own profiles using the initial

interview

data. Any discrepancy in understanding between the
investigator and a student teacher was recorded as part of
the data.
Student teachers also were able to use their journals
to express thoughts and feelings about the project. As these
were periodically read by the researcher during the
intervention phase,

there was an opportunity to address with

the participants any issues which might have jeopardized the
quality of data.
In addition to member checking and peer debriefing, the
dissertation committee was involved in overseeing the
project,

particularly with establishing and reviewing the

procedures for the data analysis. The overall goal of these
procedures was not only to monitor the process of data
collection,

but to ensure that the findings and conclusions

were consistent with the data.
Evaluation
The degree to which the support group intervention was
considered to be a success was determined by the subjective
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assessment of the researcher,

based upon the following kinds

of observations:
1.

Evidence that the student teachers’ descriptions of
their prior school experience were enriched through
participation in the support group.

2. Acknowledgment by the participants that the work
carried out in the support group was useful

in

helping them prepare to teach.
3.

Evidence that the student teachers had expanded

their awareness of the issues involved in teaching and
1 earning.
More detailed information about evaluating the support
group is contained in Appendix F.

Personal Records
Throughout the research project a personal journal was
kept by the researcher. The journal served several purposes.
First:

It provided a record of procedural decisions made

over the course of the study. Second:

It allowed an

opportunity to address interesting problems and issues that
emerged during data collection and the period of analysis.
Finally: The journal

recorded reflections on the research

process itself and the personal
emerged. Thus, the journal

insights or concerns which

listed specific ideas about how

activities might be improved and it served as an outlet for
my frustrations with the role of investigator.
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Limitations of the Study
The reader should be aware of the limitations inherent
in this study.
1.

The researcher is a white, middle-class male, and a
relatively new arrival to teacher training and the
public school system in the U.S.A.

2.

Only six student teachers were included, and these were
all social studies majors.

3.

The study was carried out in the semester prior to
student teaching and did not include a follow-up to see
whether any apparent changes in the participants were
retained through the period of the internship.

4.

The researcher also was a co-teacher of The Methods of
Teaching Social Studies course in which the
participants were enrolled. As such, there was some
possibility of contamination from the power that the
researcher exercised over the participants in assigning
credit for the course.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
Well you carry, everybody has got their baggage.
I’ve got my bad experiences, my good experiences,
who I am you carry that with you and you also
carry the role of teacher. You’re more than
someone just walking into the classroom. You have
a lot of power over these children if you choose
it. You can also reverse it and give it to them
which is the ultimate goal. The power is there.
You have to be very careful. You have to be very
deliberate. It’s much more than facts and content.
(Final interview with Ellen)
An important theme in analyzing the data is that of
identity.

It may be argued that prior school experience is

important in the formation of social

identity. The

importance of this concept was confirmed by the participants
own references to the role of schooling in identity
formation. Student teacher identity has been conceptualized
as having two components, beliefs student teachers hold
about teaching,

learning and education, and more general

beliefs about their own sense of self and self worth.
In studying the way in which schooling influences
social

identity formation, this division is more conceptual

than real: The messages students receive about their
abilities go hand in hand with ideas about education and
learning. The distinction does, however, provide a useful
way for thinking about student teacher identity and for
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analyzing the data.

In addition, education is only one

institution, although a central one,
the development of students’

involved in influencing

identities.

Influence of Prior School Experience
OnTeaching Philosophy
Beliefs about Teaching and Learning
The study sought to provide descriptions of student
teachers’ prior school experiences and to explore the role
that prior school experience plays in trainees’ thinking
about teaching,

learning and education. The significance of

earlier school experience to a trainees’ thinking about
teaching and learning was clearly conveyed by one student
teacher, Brian. When asked in the first interview if he saw
any connections between his own school experience and his
understanding of his role as a teacher he replied
I thought I did when I first started taking
education courses. I had this preconceived notion
that as a history teacher you get up and you have
your blackboard and you write down the dates and
you explain it to them and you make a joke or
something to make the class more lively and that’s
how I thought it was done. I couldn’t conceive of
any other way of teaching history.
Brian’s notion of teaching was based on his years of
experience as a student watching teachers teach. Prior
school experience figured prominently for most of the
student teachers*

in their thinking about the role as

teacher. However, there was considerable difference in the
degree to which the student teachers had critically
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reflected on their own experience as a student and had
incorporated this awareness into their thinking about their
role as a teacher. Brian’s awareness of the limitations of
traditional

lecturing approaches to teaching, for example,

was not based upon a reflection on his own experience as a
student.

It was the teacher in his micro teaching class who

made him aware of different methods of teaching through
suggesting that he try other approaches to teaching in
addition to lecturing.
Where students had reflected upon their prior school
experience, for the most part it was at a fairly superficial
level

involving the identification of good and bad teachers.

When asked about the connections between his prior school
experience and his views as a trainee, Peter stated:
I do see a connection because I remember bad
teachers, and I try not to do what they do or what
they did. I do try to almost imitate some of my
high school teachers from time to time. I try to
be that understanding, yet not too soft seventh
grade teacher, the one who wants to see the
students enjoy themselves.
Other student teachers also referred to wanting to imitate
the teachers they had enjoyed as students. Ted referred to
his prior school experience as “kind of guiding" his
thinking:

“I see certain parts of what I thought helps me as

a student so my understanding of my role as a teacher is
kind of guided, trying to capture more of those
experiences."
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Brian made sense of his high school experience partly
by dismissing it ("I never cared for school") and by blaming
himself when he did reflect upon it ("I didn’t put anything
in to it").

In contrast,

informed by a critical

Ellen’s views of teaching were

reflection on her experience as a

student and her evaluation of certain teaching methods as
not working for her. She described the connection she saw
between her prior school experience and her thinking about
her role now as teacher.
I use my own school experience as a sort of frame
of reference. When I think about what I want to do
in the classroom the first thing I think about is
how I was
taught. Maybe it’s more subconscious,
but I don’t think so. I tend to visualize things
when I think and I visualize the classroom that I
was in. I see those previous teachers in front of
me and how they did it and then I see how I want
to do it. You know how I want to change that . . .
I don’t want to sit there and lecture like I was
lectured at for how many years. I would like to do
something a little bit different because I know it
didn’t work for me.
Ellen’s views of teaching were integrated with her own
school experience and her recognition that what she was
offered didn’t work for her.
Beliefs about Education
Student teachers not only gain ideas about teaching
and learning from their experience as students, they also
gain beliefs about the system of education as a whole. For
example, some of the participants had firm opinions about
how high school education connects (or does not connect)
with college education. Such beliefs make it easy to argue
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that it is essential for people training to be teachers to
have critically reflected on their own school experience,
and to be aware of the assumptions and beliefs about
education that they are bringing to their role as teacher.
Unless trainees examine their school experience they are
likely to assume that what happened to them was natural and
normal and therefore appropriate for other students.

In this

way, by not attending to student teachers’ prior school
experiences, the inadequacies of the existing educational
system are tacitly confirmed.
The student teachers in the study were all training to
be high school teachers except for one person training to be
a middle school teacher.

I wanted to know how the student

teachers perceived the value of their own educational
experience, particularly their middle and high school years,
and how their experiences influenced their thinking as a
trainee.

I was particularly interested in the adjustment in

identity from student to teacher. How would the student
teachers relate their experience as a student to their role
now as a teacher? Would the role of student simply be
replaced by the role of teacher without any attempts to
examine or to integrate their experiences as a student into
their thinking as a teacher?
The student teachers described their middle school and
university experiences as containing, overall, a mixture of
good and bad experiences. Their high school experiences, on

the other hand, were seen by many as having the most
questionable value. Ted expressed this succintly,
school, sadly enough,

"High

I think that once it’s over with, the

educational aspect of high school has a smaller impact of
just about every aspect of it [the K-12 school experience]."
In addition to a feeling of loss or sadness about their high
school experience,

both Tereze and Ellen expressed anger

toward their education and the way in which they felt let
down. Tereze expressed her views toward her education:
In terms of facts, I tell you I don’t remember
that much from my high school. I don’t, for all
the testing that was done I don’t think it
accomplished anything at all in terms of going to
college or university. In fact I had to do a lot
of reading before I went to college in order to
prepare myself. So in terms of . . . it did teach
me to read and write. You might say that.
Ellen described her high school experience as
Giving me certain skills, not even that much. My
parents taught me how to read and my work
experiences taught me how to write basically. It
gave me information, facts, that have probably
opened my world up a little bit . . . I feel like
I could have skipped high school, sixth grade,
even seventh grade were good, and went right to
college. I don’t feel like I gained any major
cognitive skills at high school that enabled me to
do better at college.
Given the student teachers’ mainly negative views on
their high school experiences, how were they making sense of
their goal to be a high school teacher? Would they be able
to bridge the gap between the limiting models of teaching
and education that they felt they experienced and their
desire to offer their students something different?
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Prior SfchoQl Experience on Trainees *
Sense of Identity
Unexamined School Experiences
Students spend many years in education.

In addition to

the formal goals of learning academic knowledge, students
are exposed to the goals of the hidden curriculum (Ginsburg
& Clift,

1989; Giroux & Penna,

1983; Vallance,

1973). These

include learning about power relationships, the power that
teachers exercise over students and some students over
others. Schools also are important places for peer
interaction.
education,

For all the time that students spend in

rarely are they given an opportunity to reflect

on their educational experiences, to talk about what being
in school was like and to examine how the experience
affected them. What messages about themselves and their
abilities did the student teachers receive from their school
experiences?
In asking the student teachers to talk about their
prior school experiences it was clear that for many of them
this was the first time that they had spoken about what it
was like to have been a student. Ted expressed this as
"never really having thought about these things a whole lot
before." In speaking about their school experiences,
including their worst and best experiences, the student
teachers often identified difficult school experiences which
had remained unresolved for them. These were situations
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which students had rarely spoken about, often because they
were unable to make sense of them or because they were too
embarrassing or painful. Students coped with these difficult
experiences by trying to forget them. This was the case for
Peter:
I was surprised because for me it stirred up a lot
of feelings that I repressed about things that I
remember vividly. I think I’ve just trained myself
to put experiences in chunks and just file them
away somewhere and never to use them consciously.
Some student teachers expressed surprise when they realized
how much they had revealed about themselves in the
interview.

Ellen described her reaction to being

interviewed.
I found myself looking to the interview and I was
thinking how I said things that I didn’t think I’d
ever say to anybody. I was looking through the
interview and saying *1 can’t believe I said
this.* A lot of these things were pretty
traumatic. Some of these things I’d never told
anyone.
Five of the participants spoke about incidents that had
occurred at school which they saw as having a negative
effect on them even now. One of the most difficult
experiences for Peter was being teased about his enjoyment
of music. He described himself as “still having some bias in
my own life because of those experiences." Brian spoke about
his experience of being wrongly tracked in fourth grade
math, and being "always intimidated by math" as a result.
Ted described being ridiculed by class mates in fifth grade
and how at college it "took a lot of undoing because I
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always felt that I was going to be hurt." Ellen’s worst
school experience involved being yelled at by a teacher in
ninth grade. She spoke about the negative effect that this
had on her self confidence:
* Yes,

"It took about six years to say

I’m smart and it’s okay to be smart’." In talking

about these difficult experiences in the support group, the
student teachers spoke about the value of being listened to.

How School Helped
It may be argued that one of the main purposes of
education is to help students sort out questions of
identity: who they are, what is important to them, their
values and career decisions.

In addition to asking students

about the academic component of their education,

I was

interested in how the student teachers felt their education
had helped them sort out their identity. This question
originated from reflection on my own educational experience.
While parts of my education had prepared me academically,
and enabled me to feel confident about my knowledge of
academic subjects,

I felt very uncertain and ill prepared to

deal with the larger questions of my life, e.g. finding
meaningful employment.

I was curious, then, about how the

student teachers had arrived at the decision of wanting to
teach. How had they decided that they wanted to become a
teacher and what role had their own educational experience
played in this process? Did they think that their education
had provided them with some focus about their lives, their
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values and career decisions? How did their experience as a
student influence their thinking about the goals or purposes
of education?
The student teachers were asked to consider the help or
lack of help their education had offered them in sorting out
their lives. Most of the student teachers described school
experiences in which they felt that they had little sense of
purpose or direction. Ted described his high school
experience:
I had a feeling of high school not really being
integrated with anything else in my life. I didn’t
have a feeling that it was leading to anywhere or
coming from anywhere or school in general. That’s
why I didn’t care about it.
I asked Ted about how he felt coming to the end of his high
school and whether he felt clear about what he wanted to do
with his life, and what was important to him. He replied,
It was clear to me, but it was completely wrong.
Coming out of high school I was going to go to
Norwich University Military School, and I was
going to spend four years there and go in to the
army and I was interested in law, I think, in the
army. It’s weird, it seems like another person . .
. what was I interested in? I didn’t want to
fight. My mom had instilled in me a sense of
compassion that schools hadn’t . . . I didn’t want
to kill people but I felt that the army was a
secure profession and gave you a good career.
Brian spoke about his decision to become a history
teacher and the role that he saw his own educational
experience as playing in that decision.
I enjoyed History but I didn’t enjoy History
class. It was ’These are the dates, this is what
happened and here’s a little trivia.’ It never
really got to the thought processes. So it’s kind
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of funny that I’m actually in education and in
history. My education was more of an obstacle to
me being a teacher.
I asked Brian whether he felt he had any focus about his
life as he was coming to the end of high school. He replied,
No, I didn’t have any focus. It was a tough time
in my life. I was very rebellious with my parents,
with the school, with everything. I decided to go
to college because it was the easiest thing to get
my parents off my back. I’d only applied to three
colleges. The school experience that I had wasn’t
good and it wasn’t bad, but it left me looking for
something more and I didn’t like it, high school,
and what it stood for, and I didn’t see college as
being any different . . . [Going to college] was
just another step to get to where people told me I
would find a decent job, something that had to be
done.
Ellen also felt that her education had not provided her
with any focus in life. When asked whether her education had
helped sort out her values, what was important to her, and
career decisions, she replied,
No. No, not at all. I’m reading this and going
*0h, oh, he’s not going to want to hear this.’ But
no. I didn’t sort any of that out until I got out
of college and started working. It didn’t help me
at al1. I don’t . . . that’s easy to say. I mean I
have to think about it, but off the top of my
head, my career decisions weren’t decided until I
got out of school, until I started working and
interviewing and talking to people about what was
out there.
Ellen spoke of having five different majors as an
undergraduate and of just “bouncing around."

"I just kept

bouncing around and I didn’t know what I wanted.
have ...

I didn’t

I thought I had no basis to even try to figure it

out, or values."
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Tereze responded to the same question of whether she
felt her education helped her sort out her life with “Not
until university, not until now. Nothing in high school,
nothing at all." Peter described his high school education
as having "misdirected him in a lot of areas." The good
things that happened to him he saw as having taken place
after high school. This included meeting some professors at
college who "talked to me like I was intelligent" as well as
being "recruited into an elite singing group."
Peer Interaction
Schools are important places for peer interaction. This
view was confirmed by the student teachers, particularly in
speaking about their high school experience. Several student
teachers referred to the social aspect of their education as
being more important than the academic. Peter listed his
priorities at school:
Friends were important but not of overriding
importance. It was okay to be popular, it was nice
to have girl friends, that was fun. It was not
academics, academics would be second to what ever
was social. I guess first was social. Extra
curricular, I always liked that, anything extra, a
field trip, a bus ride with a group for a learning
purpose, I always enjoyed that. Then academics
would probably be third, I guess.
Both Ted and Ellen also referred to the importance of peer
relationships. Ellen saw the social

interaction as being one

of the main parts of her education.
I see it as socialization basically. I really saw
school as social. That’s where my friends were,
that’s where I feel like I grew up in school. But
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the education part I don’t see it as having
anything to do with my life, at least high school.
While much of our thinking about education is focused
on the academic knowledge that students gain from schools,
it would appear that the messages students acquire about
themselves and others through social
is of equal

interaction at school

importance. How is a student’s identity

formation influenced both by peer interaction and by
interaction with teachers? What messages are students
receiving about their identity?
Social

Identity as Affected bv Class and Gender

Social Class
Although the original focus of the study was to explore
the influence of schooling on student teachers’ thinking and
development, the interviews soon brought to my attention the
important role of parents and social class. Expectations of
family and parents played a major part in shaping students’
decisions and career choices.
Expectations and, more importantly, opportunities are
related to social class. Children from higher social classes
are given greater opportunities for success, for example in
the choice of school that they attend and in the careers
that are seen as being open to them. Although the study was
not specifically designed to analyze the influences of
social class, by being attentive to such issues,
possible to obtain a better understanding of the
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it was

participants.

In particular this vantage point clarified one

woman’s comment that "She felt so different from the other
women in the group." It was clear that even though the women
shared the same gender there were important differences
which might not have been apparent without attention to
social class.
Four of the students described themselves as being from
the middle-class, one from the upper middle-class and one
from a working-class background. One of the main tensions
for student teachers was with parental expectations. Many
students followed their parents’ wishes for varying periods
of time, eventually coming to the realization that what they
were doing was not their choice and not what they wanted to
be doing.
Brian spoke of having his parents* focus, but not his
own when he came to the end of high school.
family had always been pressuring me.

"My parents, my

‘Be a lawyer, be a

lawyer,’ that was my mother and my father wanted me to 'Be a
doctor, be a doctor’."

At the end of his freshmen year,

after having taken all science classes and done poorly in
the second semester, he spoke of realizing that "I can’t do
this.

I have to actually make a decision about what I want

to do with my life .

.

.

I can’t just keep doing what my

parents tell me or I’ll be going round in circles."

He

recognized the importance of doing something he liked, which
was to study history.
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Ted was influenced by his father’s position when he
made the decision to apply to a military college after high
school:

[His father was a general

in the army and his

grandfather also had been to West Point Military Academy.]
"I saw what my dad did and I really respected my father and
I liked him as a person and I thought well I’ll do that.
wasn’t real gung ho,

I

but I thought that it would be a good

career." Ted spoke about how he admired his father for not
putting pressure on him to go into the army, and how he was
encouraged to do what was right for him. Nevertheless, Ted
was not accepted into the army because of a hearing problem.
Liz described herself as coming from an upper middleclass background. Her educational experience was in many
ways very different from that of the other members in the
group. When asked about her good school experiences she gave
a large list of examples.

In describing the value of the

academic component of her school, she spoke of loving
learning:
I never felt like, only now I start to feel
sometimes people say school’s boring and I’ll
start to think like some of my college classes,
*Yes, it is kind of boring.’ But I think I only
pick up that attitude because other people have it
and it starts to brain wash me ... It was always
my attitude that, ’this was so interesting.’
The other way in which Liz’s experience was different
was by comparison to the other women in the group. She
described her school experience as leaving her with the
feeling "That I was smart and that part of being smart was
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attached to being a girl, that there was a certain woman’s
intuition, or a way that I experienced learning differently
because I was a girl." Her positive conception of her
experience of learning as a woman was very different from
the experiences of the other two women.
Liz was aware of the high priority placed on education
in the community in which she grew up:
There was kind of like this feeling that you were
from the type of family where education was really
pushed and your mother carted you around to any
extra-curricular activity and you were from this
very nourished intellectual environment.
Liz’s background offered her a supportive and mainly
enjoyable education with lots of opportunities. The other
side of coming from an upper middle class background,
however, was having to live up to a set of expectations,
both of her parents and of the community. She spoke about
the pressures to succeed in high school and of feeling
confused.
A lot of what was going on in the school was very
negative in terms of steering us not in the
direction of what’s the best direction for you,
and everything is very competitive and you compete
in certain directions. I always thought ’Wow,
English is something I should be good at or Law is
something I should want to pursue.’ So in terms
of, in my community, feeling like you’ve got to be
very status oriented and you should only be happy
with yourself if you’ve achieved very high
professional goals, that was very negative I
think.
Liz described this community expectation as leaving her
with a feeling of never being good enough:
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I’ve had to do a lot of deprogramming over the
past few years as I’ve been trying to find my own
individualism. I’ve had to really think what’s
right for me . . . I’ve been in therapy for two
and a half years and I’ll probably go back and
that legacy of what you should be versus who you
are really continues.
Gender
One of the main components of identity that I was
interested in exploring was that of gender. What was it like
being male at school and what was it like being female? Are
there pressures on male and female students to conform to a
certain identity or stereotype and how does that identity
limit their development. How do the messages that trainees
have received about their own gender identity affect and
limit their thinking about the gender identity of their
students? Based on the six student teachers, there is clear
evidence of strong pressures on both male and female
students to conform to a certain male or female identity.
Female Identity. The female students spoke about the
importance attached to being physically attractive.

In

addition they spoke about the pressure to have a boy friend
and of feeling pressured to have sex with them. The
importance of having a boy friend created competition and
jealousy among their friends making it difficult for them to
have dependable female friendships.
An additional pressure on female students involved a
tension between being smart and being physically attractive.
One woman in the group described being physically attractive
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as “all that mattered." In response to the question of what
was good about being female at school, Tereze replied
I couldn’t think of anything good. It was real
hard, not feeling valued for inner qualities and
just what was on the surface. It was always how
pretty you were, how coy you were, how much you
giggled, how good looking you were, how big your
tits were and all that stuff.
Liz described similar pressures to being accepted:
What was bad was all the little game playing and
all the popularity and that you were smiling and
you were a sweet looking or happy looking fifteen
year old but you were torn apart inside and this
person is your best friend but you were really so
jealous of them and really all you ever wanted to
be was to be thought of as pretty and liked by
boys and stuff.
Liz spoke about feeling jealous of other girls and the
difficulty she had dealing with girls who received more
attention from boys than she did. The good part for Liz
about being female was the flip side of what was bad, when
"things went well and the popularity game turned in your
favor, the few times, or you connected with another girl
friend and you had like that real friendship tie and you
could gossip and it was fun."
In addition to the pressures to have a boy friend, two
of the women spoke about the pressures they were put under
to have sex. Tereze stated,

"the one boy friend that I had,

he made me really happy but I was pressured into having sex
by him and that ended the relationship." For Liz there was
an issue of class pressure as well as sex pressure:
A lot of the boys, they were like, they had
everything. They were all going to go to these
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great colleges and they were all super powered,
from really powerful families, from professional
families and really snobby and they could make you
feel great, and usually I played along enough so
that I would be on that side of the fence, but
they could make you feel like shit.
Liz spoke about how she dealt with this pressure by
divorcing herself from it:
When boys would ask me out if it was a really
popular boy, once this one who was mean and
popular asked me ’Will you be my girl friend?’ and
I felt like I got to the really nice side of him,
but I was just so frightened of him and all the
sex pressure that I divorced myself from him . . .
and it hurt me to divorce myself from this
experience.
One of the women spoke about taking on the identity of
being physically attractive when she felt her intellectual
ability had been put down by one of the teachers. Ellen
described her worst experiences at school

in which she was

screamed at by her teacher and told she was the worst person
the teacher had ever met. This affected her self esteem to
such an extent that she decided the only way to survive was
to ignore her intellectual abilities and play dumb. She
described her decision:
After that horrible experience in ninth grade, I
decided that I wasn’t going to be into school and
I was just going to have a nice social life and do
what I wanted and I basically played the game and
like Tereze was saying, I was like Ms. Giddy. I
would flirt all the time, had a lot of boy
friends, went out all the time and didn’t care
about school and the intelligence part. I
pretended that I was dumb.
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Ellen spoke about the positive reinforcement she received in
her new role in which "Every one was asking me out and I had
some more friends."
Male Identity. For the male students there was
considerable pressure to "be tough," not to show any signs
of emotion or "weakness." Numerous references were made by
the male students to physical violence,

including being

beaten up by male peers and beating others up.

In addition

there was frequent mention of being physically beaten by
principals, parents and others.
Brian described himself as a tough kid at school:
"Anybody who talked to you would tell you I was a tough kid,
I mean it was attitude, everything." He described himself as
being "very much of a punk" and being placed in a situation
where "I was very capable of inflicting pain, both physical
and emotional pain." He spoke about not picking on people
who were helpless, but instead picking on
. . . tennis players or people like that or
valedictorians, people who are so sure that they
were better than everybody. If they were walking
in the hall I’d walk directly toward them and give
them a look and God help them if they didn’t move
out of my way.
Brian described some of the benefits of being tough,
including being free to go anywhere in the school, not being
teased for baking cookies and not being accused of

being a

weirdo or a wimp or a homosexual or anything because I
didn’t have a girl friend."
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Ted spoke about how the pressure to be tough affected
him:

"Often times I know I developed a thicker skin through

the socialization as a boy in schools, because you weren’t
supposed to let anything affect you as part of being tough."
Ted saw that being thick skinned protected him against some
of the ribbing and some of the other problems he
experienced.
One of Peter’s worst experiences at school was when his
Dad was called into the school and he gave the Vice
Principal permission to hit his son. Peter described the
incident:
There was a day when my Dad was called into
school, this was eighth grade, the problematic
year, and they told him what I’d done, I’d tripped
somebody, and he said to the Vice Principal go
ahead and hit him. And I was sitting there saying
don’t, don’t say it, this guy can really hit. And
my Dad left .... He had parental permission to
do what ever he wanted to do. He gave me four
licks instead of three, and that was tough.
Both Brian and Ted spoke about the hard part involved
in trying to maintain their male identity. Ted described the
hardest part as "probably not being allowed to cry and now I
still have a hard time ...
part,

I think that was the hardest

being given a hard time for having emotions, for

expressing emotions." Brian also spoke about the time he
cried in fifth grade and how after that he "never cried in
front of anyone else again." He spoke about not having
anybody who he could really talk to. For emotional support
Brian depended on a rabbit:
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Any time I got really upset, I shouldn’t say I
never cried after fifth grade, no one ever saw me
cry, I would grab my rabbit and go into the woods
and I would sit down and hold him and cry. That’s
a hard part keeping up the attitude.
Brian spoke about the pressures involved in maintaining
his reputation.
It would upset me. It bothers me because you had
to pick on these kids. I mean not so much the kids
with the glasses or because they were in the band
or something like that, but you had to pick on
somebody."
One of Peter’s worst experiences at school

related to

his enjoyment of music. He described being raised in a
musical family and taking piano lessons:
I took piano lessons in grade school and once I
got into junior high school it became very sissy
for me to be taking piano lessons to the point
were I would sneak in my sheet music underneath my
coat so nobody, none of these big guys would push
on me or take it away, and I wasn’t a little guy
. . . The girls also thought it was sissy so you
had no friends or allies when it came to music.
In addition to pressure from peers, Peter mentioned being
teased by two of the male teachers. He referred to "probably
having some bias in my own life because of those
experiences, because they were so ingrained." In relating
this incident to the group he said it was the first time he
had ever talked about this and it hurt him to do so. Peter
recognized this teasing as homophobia.
Changes Recorded
In addition to providing descriptions of prior school
experiences, the second goal of the study was to evaluate an
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intervention which involved student teachers reflecting on
their prior school experiences. The changes identified will
be considered under the two headings of (1) teaching
philosophy,

including changes in beliefs about teaching,

learning and education, and (2) sense of identity,

including

changes in beliefs about self worth and abilities.
Teaching Philosophy
The support group challenged student teachers’ beliefs
about teaching,

learning and education in three ways:

offering students a broader perspective on their own school
experience, enabling trainees to better integrate their
experience as a student and their role as teacher, and
helping trainees recognize the role of power in education,
both in their own experience as a student and in their role
as a trainee.
Broader Perspective. The support group provided student
teachers with a broader perspective for thinking about their
role as teacher:

it made student teachers aware of the

limits of their own prior school experience and challenged
them to explore beyond them. Brian described the value of
the support group:
It opened my eyes, that there are going to be
different school systems and what’s right in one
school system might not be the same for another. I
guess whenever I thought of teaching it was
basically putting myself back into the high school
I went to. Talking to people, the different sizes,
the different areas, the different attitudes, are
something that I should think about, that the
group has made me aware of.
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Similarly Liz referred to how listening to the other group
members talk about their difficult school experiences group
"will make me more aware of a variety of ways that kids have
trouble in school." Peter spoke about there being a "real
cross section of men in the group" and how "all of us [the
men] had our own problems and our own areas of success and I
feel

like that showed me that males are very diverse and

that we have a lot to learn about how to be more sensitive."
Integrating Experiences as a Student with Views as a
Teacher. The student teachers were encouraged to reflect on
their own school experiences as a student and particularly
incidents which were hard for them. Through remembering
their own school experiences, the student teachers were made
more aware of the importance of treating students in ways
that respect their abilities. Ellen spoke about the
importance of being aware of the past and of incorporating
the awareness of her own prior school experience into her
thinking about the role of a teacher.
Everybody has bad experiences. Nobody wants to
repeat them but if you don’t look at them and if
you forget about them then you’re going to repeat
them just because it’s natural if you’re not aware
of what’s going on. I think the value of the
support group is that it forces you to go back in
time and I’ve chosen to use it like as if I were
studying history, ’This is the history of my
experience, make sure some of it isn’t repeated,
make sure some of it is and then bring in some of
the new ideas and the new ideas bounce off the old
ones.’
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In the final

interview Tereze also spoke about seeing a

direct connection between her prior school experience and
her thinking about her role as a teacher:

“How I function in

the classroom is going to be a reflection of how I’ve been
treated as a student. Any issues that I haven’t worked out
are probably something to be aware of." Ted similarly
recognized significant connections between his learning
experience and his views on teaching:

"I’d probably say that

everything basically comes from my learning experience and
that’s one thing I learned specifically." A major influence
on Ted’s development was being ridiculed and embarrassed by
his peers in fifth grade for having expressed his feelings,
an experience which he described as "really damaging." He
described his reflections on this incident and how as a
teacher he would like to allow students to express their
feelings.
I think that’s the thing that I came to in my
personal dynamics of this last month or so,
learning that I did have that happen, that I did
have all these feelings that I couldn’t express
and I couldn’t act on. I think that as a teacher I
would like to provide a kind of atmosphere where
students can act on the feelings they have
preferably not in a violent manner, but in some
kind of constructive manner .... I never got
that. It was just 'buck up and muddle through,’
and that makes you carry a lot with you.
Recognizing the Role of Power in Teacher-Student
Relationships. The trainees re-evaluated some of their prior
school experiences using an analysis which paid attention to
the role of power in teacher-student relationships.
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In

recognizing the power that teachers had exercised over them
as students, the trainees were more conscious of their power
as a teacher.

Ellen saw that the support group "brought back

the bad experiences and I remembered why they were bad. The
worst one was the teacher being very dominant and just like
suppressing any of my identity." She spoke about her role as
a teacher now and of not "ever wanting anyone to say to her
that I was one of their worst experiences."
In the first interview with Brian the only connection
he saw to his prior school experience was that it provided
him with his ideas about how to teach,

ideas that he is now

questioning. Through the work in the support group he became
much more aware of how his school experience had affected
him as a person, often in negative ways. He incorporated his
awareness of his experience as a student into his thinking
about his role as a teacher. He was particularly concerned
not to use his power as a teacher to negatively affect his
students.
Some of the things that were brought up in the
group, I see them now as being true, the point
that there are a great deal of teachers who kind
of dehumanized me and didn’t respect me as an
individual, another person in the class, and I
don’t want to do that. I want to teach the student
that they have a value for themselves and of
themselves. I don’t ever want to affect that
negatively.
In the final

interview Brian clarified the reason why a

particular class in first grade was one of his best
experiences. He realized that it was not just because they
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did interesting things, the reason identified in the first
interview, but because the teacher treated everyone as an
individual, not as a class or tracking group. This level of
insight had been completely unavailable at the time of the
first interview.
Sense of Identity
The support group challenged student teachers to change
their thinking about their general

identity in two ways: by

reflecting on their school experiences and seeing how their
schooling had affected their identity, and by exploring the
similarities and differences in experiences and identities
of the other members in the group.
The work in the support group enabled all of the
student teachers to see that teaching is not simply about
conveying subject matter knowledge. Through sharing
experiences and exploring similarities and differences, the
student teachers both became more aware of their own
identity and of the role of schooling in identity formation.
The sharing of experiences contradicted the lack of
attention given to students’ experiences and challenged the
predominant cultural belief in individualism.
In the final

interview Brian recognized the power

teachers have to shape student identities,

including his

own.
Now I see that teachers really trained us . . .
They were in control and 'You must do what I say.
You really lost your identity in there. They
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wanted to put you in this specific role and if you
didn’t fit the role that they wanted you in, they
tried to break you down.
Brian spoke about how the group had helped him realize that
there are ways to control a classroom without dehumanizing
students:
about,

"That’s something that we really have to worry

it’s one of the biggest negative aspects of school,

we take away these kids identities, and they loose their
individuality and I hadn’t really thought of it or realized
it until this group."

Genter identity
One of the main areas in which there were significant
changes for some of the student teachers was in their
awareness of their gender identity. These changes were most
evident in the cases of Ellen and Brian.
Ellen’s Experience. Out of the group,

Ellen probably

had reflected most on her school experience prior to the
study. During the study she began to re-evaluate parts of
her school experience.
My reaction to it [high school] now is that
nothing was good, but at the time I thought it was
great and it’s only upon reflection at this stage
that I realize it was a very bad time for me as
far as my relationship with women or with girls
and boys.
Ellen spoke about the confusion she experienced around her
identity at school and how this persisted. The incident in
which she was yelled at by her teacher severely affected her
self confidence.

In loosing confidence in her intellectual
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abilities, she depended for her identity on being recognized
as physically attractive. She spoke about her confusion
concerning her identity:
The boyfriend I have now would say ‘Why are you
acting dumb? I know you’re not dumb.’ And I would
be like *1 am?* It was just so much a part of the
way I was. It was like this role that became me .
. . So I think it was very bad because my
identity, like you [the interviewer] said, I
didn’t feel complete unless I had a boyfriend. My
identity was formed by seeing how other people
reacted to me and not how I felt about the
situation.
Ellen recognized that much of her identity as a woman had
been shaped by other peoples’

reactions to her, with her

teachers and peers having a major role. Once the school
environment was no longer present, she described herself as
being at a loss about her own sense of identity.
So when I finally got alone, like you’re going out
with somebody, or you have a friend, the context
isn’t there anymore, the environment of school
isn’t there and you’re with this person and like
‘Who are you?’ You don’t even know who you are.
Ellen described her struggle both to unravel the many
negative messages she had received at school, and to reclaim
her full

identity.

I’ve spent ... by the time I got to college I’m
like, *0h my God! I don’t even know who I am
because I’m not in high school anymore, so I can’t
be that person anymore.’ So that was really hard
for me. That was really hard. And it took about
six years to say, 'Yes, I’m smart and it’s okay to
be smart. Yes, I can have friends who are guys who
don’t see me as this toy or this plaything, or
this thing on an arm.’
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I

Brian’s Experience.

Brian probably had reflected least

upon his high school experience. At school he was the tough
guy.

In talking about his school experience in the first

interview he conveyed a sense of being unaffected by school.
In asking Brian about some of his worst school experiences
he replied "That one’s kind of tough. Most of them I just
didn’t care about,

in terms of doing bad or worse."

Brian saw himself as an individual. Through the work in
the support group he began to recognize that what he had
assumed to be his own individual

identity was part of a more

general, socially constructed male identity:
I think some of those values I really did take to
heart, in
terms of always having to act tough and
everything like that. That’s something that came
up in the group. I didn’t realize how strongly
those values have been, are implanted in me . . .
. I was surprised to see how really
stereotypically male that I had been, more so in
high school than now but still now. When we did
that group work I was kind of embarrassed. It’s
kind of scary.
In the final

interview Brian spoke about how he saw his

school experience as having affected him.
It had a greater impact than I would have thought
before I went to the group certainly. A lot of the
actions, the characteristics that I developed and
used were the means for getting by in schools, for
surviving and doing well within my peer group. I
saw how the game was played and I learned how to
play it well.
In this he offers an analysis of his behavior located within
the context of the peer group and of "playing the game."
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Trainees’ vims on the Value of Reflecting on
Prior School Experiences
The student teachers identified a number of ways in
which the support group and the process of being interviewed
about their prior school experiences was of help to them.
This included being listened to,

listening to others,

gaining insights about themselves and others, and feeling
empowered by the experience.
Being Listened To
All the student teachers identified the value of having
someone listen to them talk about their prior school
experiences.

Peter spoke about how the support group process

had helped him deal with some of his worst school
experiences.
The worst school experiences have pretty much
receded and even part of this group for me, the
whole group process, led to, well we had these
experiences, we’ve got an opportunity to discuss
them and the now what for me is 'I’ll put them
behind me.’

Listening, .to.,.others
Most of the student teachers recognized the value of
listening to other peoples’ experience. For several of them,
part of the value was in seeing that people are never who
you see at first. As Liz stated:

"The people are their

experiences that we never know and we bring certain
assumptions about whoever that person is and usually the
person is 360 degrees different from what we assume.
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One of

the common realizations was in seeing connections with other
peoples’ experiences. Ellen spoke about one of the benefits
to her of people sharing their experiences.

"You know, you

figure that you’re the only one whose had a bad experience
and you find out that everyone has had bad experiences." She
saw this as being a positive aspect of the sharing in the
group. Ted described the group as "a view-widening
experience." He mentioned in particular how helpful

it was

in learning about the women’s experience of school.
Insight into Own and Other’s Experiences
Both from listening to other peoples* prior school
experiences and from applying some of the theory of power
and gender issues to their own experiences, the student
teachers gained new insights into themselves and others. Ted
spoke about how the group helped him:

"This is the first

time that I’ve ever been in a group where there was a
process going, where I could say things and listen to things
and work out a path to work out my things." For Tereze, one
of the ways in which the support group helped her was
"making me more aware of what my issues might be and to
leave them out of the classroom." The support group also
helped her understand other teachers who she saw as bringing
their issues into the classroom:
It’s pretty obvious when there are issues of
control in their lives then they bring that to
their teaching or if that’s the way they’ve been
taught or trained to believe that a teacher should
be. Their earliest training is bound to be the way
that they deal with their students or to be
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reflected in the way that they deal with their
students, just like carrying on the cycle.
While Tereze felt the support group had helped her gain
a greater awareness of the issues she had still to resolve,
one of the main insights for Peter was in seeing how clear
the connection was between prior school experiences and the
identities of the people in the group:
I saw adults at the beginning of their careers and
the wounds and the positive aspects of high school
and junior high school experience are still fresh
for most people and I saw the struggle continuing.
I saw a direct correlation between negative high
school experiences and negative self esteem, even
personal relationships, current personal
relationships affected by what went on in school
or at home during the same year. I saw a real
connection between the adults and the students in
that support group that I really hadn’t seen in
any other experience other than supervising the
tutors who were going back into high school.
Empowerment
One of the goals of the study was to provide an
intervention to empower student teachers.4 The study sought
to document the benefits of student teachers reflecting on
prior school experiences as a tool to clarify their thinking
about the role as teacher. The evidence provided by the
study suggests strongly that it was helpful or empowering to
the student teachers — although to varying degrees.

4 The
Weissglass
people" to
freedom to

definition of empowerment is taken from
(1990) and refers to “the process of supporting
1) construct new meanings and 2) exercise their
choose new ways of responding to the world.
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The students identified the different ways in which
reflecting on their prior school experiences was of help to
them. All of them included the value of being interviewed
about their prior school experiences. Tereze mentioned how
talking about her school experiences helped her clarify her
understanding of a particular situation.

Liz referred to

finding the process itself interesting and its value in
making her think:
It felt good at the time and it made me think. It
felt good to do the reflecting .... I feel like
I think so much and reflect on my life that, 'Oh
sure I've hashed out these issues so many times
and I have awareness of them.’ But I found that
not to be the case at all.
Ted also identified the value of being interviewed about his
prior school experiences and receiving a copy of the
transcript:
I know I’ve said some of these things but I’ve
never had them put back to me, I’ve never reviewed
them and it’s really educational and I’m learning
more about myself and what I’ve done.
For Peter, the process of being interviewed was "almost
cathartic." He was able to talk about difficult experiences
that he believed he had repressed.
Ellen saw one of the benefits of the support group as
helping her see more clearly how her school experiences had
exerted such a powerful

influence on her identity.

In being

yelled at by a teacher and resorting to the identity of
being dumb and physically attractive, Ellen had made sense
of her situation by blaming herself, not recognizing the
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socially constructed and limiting identity into which she
had been forced. She spoke about how the support group
helped her make the connection:
I hadn’t made the connection before. I just maybe
felt that, sort of put myself down for it, I let
myself get that way not citing any reasons for it.
'I’m just a fluff, just a total bimbo in high
school.* I always just blamed myself for a
weakness in character.
Ellen was able to see more clearly how her identity both as
a student and as female had acted to negate her sense of
self.
For Ted, one of the values of the support group was in
helping him work out one of his worst experiences. In the
final interview he said:
Before, I mentioned as one of my worst
experiences, the girl in fifth grade and the
problem of embarrassment, but now that I’ve
discussed it with people I feel better about that.
I don’t consider it such a horrible experience
anymore. I feel just getting it out in the open,
into the sunlight is the best disinfectant.
Through having less "baggage," Ted saw this as helping his
teaching.

"I don’t have as much of my own baggage anymore.

The support group helped me to be more open to the students
and not have my own reactions to things that took place in
my background." Both Ellen and Tereze also spoke about the
value of the support group in helping them become more aware
of their baggage or issues.
The value seen in the support group was a function of
individual perspective. Peter spoke about the value of the
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support group as a means of helping him deal with his
experiences in a way that he had not before. Brian described
being part of the group as one of his best experiences in
the prepracticum program:

"I really enjoyed it. I felt like

I got a lot out of it. It made me feel better about myself
to understand some of the power that a teacher has. It’s a
heavy responsibility." Finally, one of the student teachers
spoke about the value of participating in the support group
as providing her with a model of how to gain support for
herself in her future role as teacher.
Discussion and Evaluation
The three goals of the study were to provide
descriptions of student teachers’ prior school experiences,
to explore the connections between student teachers’ prior
school experience and their thinking about teaching,
learning and education, and to evaluate the success of an
intervention designed to encourage student teachers to
critically reflect on their prior school experiences. In
order to facilitate evaluation of the intervention, the
student teachers were asked the same set of questions in the
final interview at the end of the support group meetings, as
in the initial interview. Any changes in the student
teachers’ thinking could thus be more easily identified.
In trying to evaluate the success of the intervention
it is important to note that interviewing student teachers
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and asking them to talk about their prior school experiences
is, in itself, a form of intervention. The interview
provided student teachers with an opportunity to articulate
connections between themselves and their prior school
experiences which they have been unaware of or had not
expressed. For some students a first step in the process of
change was to identify existing connections.
Responses to the initial interview questions showed
that most student teachers were making some connections
between their prior school experience and their thinking
about their role as teacher. There was, however,
considerable variation in the extent to which student
teachers had critically reflected on their prior school
experiences and were aware of the ways in which their
experience was influencing them. By the end of the study the
student teachers were much more aware of the messages they
had received from their prior school experiences, both in
terms of their teaching identity and their more general
identity. Through reflecting on their own school experience,
the student teachers had a much greater awareness of the
power that they exercise as teachers in shaping students’
identities.
The study provides evidence for the value of student
teachers critically reflecting on their prior school
experiences. School experience plays an important part both
in shaping a student’s sense of identity and in providing
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students with beliefs about teaching,

learning and

education. Personal experience is a much more powerful force
in learning than mere ideas about how to teach or learn
(Knowles & Ems 1990). The pressures upon beggining teachers
leave them little opportunity to reflect on their practices.
It is essential, therefore, that teacher education programs
offer student teachers the opportunity to reflect on the
experience of being a student. Without this opportunity,
there is little chance for a break in the cycle of students
becoming teachers who emulate the practices of their own
teachers.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The study provides clear evidence that prior school
experience played an important role in shaping the
participants’ beliefs about education, teaching and
learning, and their sense of identity. Rather than teacher
preparation programs simply overwriting prior beliefs, the
study suggests that the beliefs student teachers bring into
a teacher preparation program may act as a filter screening
out ideas and practices that are not consistent with
trainees’ prior experience. Prior school experiences may
therefore pose obstacles to the development of a more
reflective or thoughtful teaching practice.
Out of the total number of years students spend in
school settings, the time spent studying questions of
teaching,

learning and education in teacher preparation

programs is relatively short. There is every likelihood,
therefore, that unless student teachers critically reflect
on their own experience as a student, trainees will teach in
the same way that they were taught.
In addition to exploring student teachers’ beliefs and
ideas about teaching, learning and education, the study
examined the role of schooling in identity formation. Apart
from learning subject matter knowledge, schools transmit
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messages about students’ rights or power, and their
identities. The power that teachers exercise over students
as subordinate clients, and the pervasive influence of
social forces represented in class, race and gender, act to
shape and condition students* thinking. For teacher
educators concerned with equity and justice, exploration of
students’ earlier school experiences plays an important role
in preparing trainees who will be sensitive, in their own
teaching, to issues of power and the crucial role of
schooling in identity formation.
In response to the questions asked in Chapter 1, if
these student teachers are representative, high school
experiences are often a difficult and stressful time. Most
of the participants described high school experiences which
offered them little help in sorting out their values, what
was important to them, or career decisions. In fact, for
many of them, high school appeared to add to their problems
rather than helping them sort out their lives.
I have argued in this report that participation in the
support group allowed the six novice teachers to reflect on
those difficult times — with some positive outcomes in
terms of their self understanding. That assertion, however,
must be taken within the limitations imposed by the study
design. In a complex social setting in which individuals are
exposed concurrently to a wide range of influences, it is
impossible to identify one variable as the singular cause of
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any outcome. Nevertheless, there were changes observed among
the participants in the support group which were concurrent
with the intervention and closely related in kind to its
content.
Of course the treatment itself was not a singular event
and included interviews, group discussion and journal
writing. The present research design does not allow an
answer to the question of which was the most influential
factor. Finally, it is impossible to weigh the influence

of

the investigator as a unique element within the
intervention.
From reflecting on their own school experiences the
participants in this study were better able to integrate
their experience as a student into their thinking about
practice as a teacher. The trainees showed greater awareness
of the power teachers exercise over students and expressed a
desire to teach in ways that are more fully respectful of
students’ abilities and intelligence. Similarly, from
examining the influence of schooling on the development of
their gender identities, the student teachers developed a
deeper understanding of schooling as a context in which
forces of class, race and gender operate to shape and limit
students’

identities.
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Further Steps
There is an obvious need for a longitudinal study to
follow the student teachers through their first year(s) of
teaching. The present study included a five week
intervention carried out with trainees in the semester prior
to student teaching. The changes which appeared concurrent
with the intervention represented changes in both student
teachers’ espoused beliefs and in the clarity with which
they could recall aspects of their school years that might
influence their development as teachers. How these changes
would play out in the following process of student teaching
and subsequent induction into teaching is a question on
which data from the present study allow no more than
speculation. A future study, however, could investigate
whether reflection on prior school experiences leads to
long-term shifts in trainees’ perspectives on teaching and,
more importantly, to discernible kinds of practices. A
further study could identify the level of support required
to sustain these outcomes.
In replications of the present study, an important
variable for examination would be the duration of the
support group meetings. It is clear that the support group
would need to meet for considerably longer than two hours a
week for five weeks in order to reflect fully on prior
school experiences covering teaching and learning, and the
influences of social forces such as class, race and gender
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(only gender differences were addressed in this present
study). A further consideration would be the design of
conditions for the support treatment which would further
enhance the participant’s sense of safety in expressing
feelings, particularly when talking about difficult school
experiences. In varying degrees, this was a problem for the
student teachers at certain points during the support group
meetings.
Whether such structural changes as lengthening the
period of treatment, or greater attention to the development
of psychological comfort in the support setting would yield
significantly better outcomes for the participants is a
matter for empirical test. Certainly such inquiry seems
justified by the preliminary assessment made in this study.
Finally, in any future study more attention must be
given to helping trainees’ reclaim their full abilities. It
not only is important to ask student teachers to identify
ways in which they felt hurt or limited by their school
experience, but it is necessary to help them identify and
contradict the negative self messages they may have
internalized. The necessary limits of the present study
simply did not allow that agenda.
Reflection on the Process of Research
In an earlier paper (Smith, 1989) I described my
engagement with the research on reflection and some of the
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connections I saw between researchers and student teachers.
I had a number of concerns about the current body of
research on reflection. First, many of the studies said
nothing about the researcher, for example, why the
researcher had decided to study this particular topic.
Reflection was treated as a self evident problem. Eventually
I began to recognize that what was being reflected in these
studies was a bias toward certain kinds of research
traditions or conventions, particularly ones which emphasize
the notion of objectivity.
Second, researchers presented their views or
commitments as “given,” without acknowledging either how
this view was arrived at or the connections to those holding
different views. For example, I wrote "Zeichner does not
help us to see how he arrived at the importance of
liberation [as a goal of the teacher preparation program at
the University of Wisconsin]. Liberation is presented as
being self evidently desirable, or obvious." There was an
assumption that everyone could see the value of a position
of liberation, without needing to address either the
researcher’s own struggle in arriving at this view or how
another person might come to this same conclusion.
Third, the research largely ignored questions of the
self of the researcher. The research did not speak about the
researchers* role in the study, and what part was played by
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the person of the investigator in the many critical
decisions which make up the actual research process.
One of the main themes of that earlier paper was that
researchers identified the need for student teachers to
reflect on their practice, yet engaged in little or no
reflection on the practice of research. Now, having just
completed my own research study I want to return to some of
these earlier concerns.
After reading Marshall and Barritt's (1990) article on
the conventions of research writing, I reexamined my own
practice and writing as a researcher with mixed feelings. In
my earlier paper I expressed dissatisfaction with the way
other researchers omitted their interests or commitments as
researchers, yet in writing this dissertation it has been no
less difficult for me to acknowledge my own values and
commitments. Only after being questioned by colleagues about
my values as a researcher did I realize that I too had
failed to explicitly state my values. My ability to be
explicit about my values as a researcher has grown
throughout the course of this study. I feel that being able
to acknowledge my commitments as a researcher is a major
achievement.
In terms of helping readers understand how I arrived at
my particular commitment to issues of equity and justice,
and describing the process of doing research, I feel that I
too have largely left myself out of the research. In writing
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this report, I also give the impression of having always
seen the world from a given or particular perspective
without allowing others to see how this perspective evolved,
even throughout the course of the study. I have written here
as if I have always seen the world from where I now stand,
not acknowledging the development of my thinking and
particularly how my thinking was once less examined.
In trying to understand why all of this is so, I have
come to the conclusion that I became so immersed in the
traditional academic research process that I lost sight of
the earlier concerns. I unconsciously accepted some of the
more traditional research conventions which discourage
researchers from acknowledging their own learning process.
Researchers often write as though they had all the major
issues figured out before embarking on the research. There
is a great deal of pressure on those of us who undertake the
work of formal inquiry not to acknowledge our own naive
thinking — perhaps because it is too frightening to admit
our ignorance. Yet, I wonder how we are to relate to our
students* struggles, to their naive thinking, when the
conventions within which we write as researchers do not seem
to support acknowledging our own learning process.
In terms of my own research, I write about issues of
class, race and gender as if all three factors had been
central concerns from the beginning of the study. In
reality, the study was designed with an awareness only of
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gender. I had no real sense that it might be important to
ask trainees to reflect on their experience of schooling in
relation to their social class backgrounds. It is more than
just possible that this relates to my own privileged
identity as a middle-class male.
Half way through the research, I gained further insight
about reflection from attending an AERA presentation and
discovering a group of teacher educators who were using
autobiography with student teachers. From finding this
additional research, and from listening to my student
teachers talk about their prior school experiences and their
frequent references to the influences of parents and
families, I began to see the importance of the idea of
people having multiple identities, and particularly the
importance of social class. Rather than assuming, as I had
done in designing the study, that it would be possible to
focus on one identity, gender, I realized mid-way through
the support group meetings that differences among the
participants* social class backgrounds might be equally
important factors affecting the trainees* prior school
experiences.
In designing the study I had no idea that social class
differences might play such an important part in the
students* identities and in their prior school experiences,
as to override even the commonalities of their gender
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identity in being male or female. As I write this statement
now, I also hear myself saying *how could you be so naive?’
In addition to choosing whether to address one’s
learning process as a researcher, doing research involves
one in relating to other researchers. In preparing this
report I have conformed to one of the other main conventions
of research identified by Marshall and Barritt (1990). They
state,
The most common way that prior research gets used in
AERJ articles is when authors identify patterns and
weaknesses of prior research and thus carve out a place
for their own work, legitimizing their study and
implying that their conclusions solve the problems left
by the earlier research.
I too have carved out a place for my research largely by
referring to the weaknesses of prior research.
I feel that this convention, one with which we
legitimate our own work by diminishing that of others, leads
us to relate to other researchers in ways that reflect the
competitive, individualistic mode of thinking which abounds
in our larger society. I relate to my fellow researchers and
educators not in terms of how their level of communal
thinking now makes my insights possible, a recognition of my
deepest dependency and integration with the community of
researchers. Instead I relate by saying, in effect,
me, I can point to the weaknesses in their thinking.

look at
The

convention which I have accepted is based on the ideas of
self sufficient thinkers who owe no one. At the societal
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level this belief is reflected in the view that what we
share in common is valueless: what counts is what I own.
Even though before embarking on this study I was aware
of my dissatisfaction with such limiting conventions, I have
ended up conforming to them. Doubtless, this in part was a
consequence of the fact that it is difficult to be attentive
both to the particular topic of reflection and also to the
process of reflecting about my role as a researcher.
Probably an even more significant reason, however, has been
my desire to be accepted, driven by the fear of not being
seen as a credible or legitimate researcher.
It also took me a long time before I questioned my
isolation as a researcher and sought to establish a support
group with other doctoral students. Now, being a member of
such a support group has allowed me to see the common
struggles in doing research. More than anything, however, I
have learned to value a community group of peers who not
only shared a commitment to inquiry, but were always
available to give support in practical terms: To talk about
the process of doing research, to offer support, to give
advice and to read those terribly vulnerable first drafts.
Carrying out this research involved me in the full
range of emotions from joy and excitement to fear and lack
of enthusiasm for the work. In interviewing the student
teachers there was always the question of whether I was
asking the right questions, whether I was getting at what I
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needed to know. There was always the question of how much I
should disclose about myself, of how I could expect others
to talk about their difficult school experiences without
talking about my own. And finally there was the continual
need to have someone else to talk to and process what was
happening.
I do not know precisely why I felt unable to include
any details about how I felt in carrying out the research in
the main chapters. My general sense is that I have again
conformed to a research tradition in which it either is not
seen as necessary or is regarded as unimportant, the fear
that to do so may even raise doubts about the validity or
objectivity of the research may have guided my hand on more
than one occasion. I see how easy it is for me to slip into
accepting some of the conventions for doing research, even
when I recognize those same conventions as limiting other
researchers* work. I am sure that my acceptance of a
research model designed by males which excludes the
importance of addressing process, also has something to do
with my own conditioning as a male.
From doing this research I learned about how prior
school experience influences students’ lives in what appear
to be very profound ways. Students and young people have
little control over many of the factors that influence their
lives. Young people do not choose their race, class, gender,
or the type of schools that they will attend or the teachers
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who will instruct them. Students have little power to alter
the educational environments in which they are required to
spend thousands of hours. It is highly likely that such
circumstances will yield school experiences from which
trainees will incorporate some of the racist, cl assist and
sexist beliefs of the larger society, as well as the belief,
whether tacit or explicit, that as teachers they will have
the right to treat students in the same way that they
themselves were treated.
Listening to the participants talk about their
difficult school experiences brought home to me the pain and
suffering that these forms of oppression inflict upon young
people. In many cases, as young people, the trainees had no
allies who would support them and speak out against these
injustices. From reflecting on their school experiences the
student teachers began to develop a vision of how their
experience could have been improved and in what ways as a
teacher they hope now to have the opportunity to put some of
their ideas into practice. Their example inspires me to
reflect on the practice of research and to consider how I
can work to challenge the limiting research conventions
accepted in this study.
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APPENDIX A
WRITTEN CONSENT

FORM

"Student Teachers* Prior School Experiences"
1.

My name is, Robert Smith, and I am a graduate student

in the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts. I am carrying out research which will be
based on interviews and a support group with social studies
student teachers enrolled in the STEP program at the
University of Massachusetts.
2.

You are being asked to participate in this study. I

will conduct two interviews with you, one at the start of
the project and one at the end, each of about one hour in
length. The first interview will focus on your prior school
experience and the connections to your role as a trainee.
You will also be asked to participate in a support group
with five other student teachers, meeting once a week for
six weeks. These meetings will each last for approximately
two hours, in which the group will seek to identify common
experiences and themes based around the initial interview
data. You will be given a transcribed copy of your own
interview and asked to construct your own profile to present
to the other group members. The second interview will be
conducted at the end of the support group work and will
address the same questions as in the first interview.
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3.

The interviews and sections of the support group

meetings, will be audio taped and later selectively
transcribed by myself or a professional secretary. The
support group is designed to provide one approach to
exploring further the connections of prior experience to
present understanding.
Materials from the student teachers’ transcripts or
from the support group meetings, will not be available to
anyone other than members of my doctoral committee,
Professor Larry Locke, Professor Clement Seldin, and
Professor Diedrick Snoek, until the student teacher has
completed the program.
My goal is to further our understanding of the role of
prior school experience in learning to teach by;
a.

Providing descriptions of student teachers’ prior

school experience.
b.

Analyzing the connections between prior school

experience and the views of a trainee about teaching and
learning.
The data and analysis would be used in
(a) my dissertation,
(b) journal articles,
(c) presentations to professional groups,
(d) other purposes related to my work as a teacher
educator.
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In all written material and oral presentations in which
I may use materials from your interviews or the support
group, I will use neither your name, names of people
mentioned by you, nor the name of any educational
institutions or other work places that you have attended.
Transcripts will be typed with pseudonyms substituted for
all names. Every effort will be made to protect your
anonymity.
4.

Participation in the study is voluntary and will not

affect your progress towards certification. While consenting
at this time to participate in this study, you may at any
time withdraw from the actual interview process or the
support group.
If you need to contact me at any time, please call
(413) 549-6317.
5.

Once the study is complete, a summary of the

dissertation will be mailed to you.
6.

In signing this form you are agreeing to the use of

materials from your interviews as indicated in 3. If I wish
to use the materials from your interviews or group work in
any ways not consistent with what is stated in 3, I will
contact you to explain and request your further consent.
7.

In signing this form, you also are assuring me that you

will make no financial claims for the use of the material
from your interviews.
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8.

Finally, in signing this form you are stating that no

medical treatment will be required by you from the
University of Massachusetts should any injury result from
participating in these interviews or the support group.

I, __, have read
the above statement and agree to be interviewed and to
participate in the support group under the conditions stated
above.

Signature of Participant

Date

Interviewer
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE
We are here to talk about your prior school experience
and how this now connects with your present role as a
trainee.
1. Do you see any connections between your school experience
as a student and your understanding of your role as a
teacher?
2. Can you describe some of your prior school experiences?
What were some of your best experiences and some of your
worst experiences?
3. Do you feel that your education helped you sort out your
life,

in particular what you feel

is important to you,

your values, who you are and career decisions?
4.

In what ways do you see that your own school experience
could have been improved?

5. What do you see yourself as having to offer to your
students?
6. What obstacles do you see yourself as needing to work on
to become a "better teacher"?
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APPENDIX C
SUPPORT GROUP AGENDA
Week One:

Introductions. Construction and sharing of
profiles based around the interview. Overview of
prior school experience.

Week Two:

Focus on prior school experience. Positive and
negative school experiences.

Week Three: Negative school experiences.
Trainees’ perceptions of the role of schooling
in clarifying larger lives.

Week Four:

Influence of schooling on the formation of
students’ gender identities.

Week Five:

Implications of differences in gender identities
for male and female teachers.
Additional ways in which trainees can obtain
support for themself.
Evaluation and feedback.
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APPENDIX D
TIMETABLE OF EVENTS
Jan. 29

Contacted social studies students

Feb. 5-12

Selected six participants for study

Feb. 19-March 2

Interviewed participants

March 2-16

Transcribed interviews

March 16-23

Participants given interview transcript

March 23-April 20

Support Group

April 20-May 2

Final interviews conducted and all
journal entries collected

May 2-16

Final interviews transcribed and copies
handed to students
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APPENDIX E
CATEGORIES FOR ANALYZING THE DATA
1.

Educational Experience: Academic and Social

2.

Positive school experiences.

3.

Negative school experiences.

4.

Ways in which education helped.

5.

How school could have been improved.

6.

Student teachers* self definitions.

7.

Connections (Pre) between the role of student and
teacher.

8.

Obstacles to being a better teacher.

9.

Schooling and formation of trainees’ gender identities.

10. Family and social class as an influence on trainees’
identities.
11. Unexamined school experiences.

Categories including statements by trainees about the value
of reflection in a support group
1. Being listened to.
2. Listening to others.
3. Insight about own experience.
4. Insight about others’ experience.
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APPENDIX F

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS
1. Student teachers would be able to describe their own
experience as a student.
2. Student teachers would recognize the importance of
attending to their own prior experience.
3. Student teachers would be able to make connections
between their prior experience as a student and their
views as a trainee.
4. Student teachers would be able to offer alternatives to
their own experience as a student i.e., to suggest how
the situation could have been handled differently.
5. Student teachers would indicate that they have a better
understanding of the needs of their students as learners.
6. Student teachers would express feelings of empowerment as
a result of having their own experience validated. They
might express feeling better about themself through
realizing that, for example, negative school experiences
were "not their fault."
7. Student teachers would be able to reinterpret parts of
their own school experience in relation to larger social
and political forces.
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APPENDIX G
BIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT
After I had completed my Masters Degree in sociology I
knew that I wanted to be a teacher and to teach sociology.

I

thought that teaching sociology would enable me to have some
influence, by making students aware of social, political and
environmental

issues. For me these were the real

issues of

the world in which we lived. They also were the issues which
many people argued were not important for students to
understand.

I entered teaching very much as a form of

"political activity."
I taught sociology and economics to sixteen and
eighteen year olds in England for six years. I was partially
successful

in my goal to make students more aware. I also

was very frustrated.

I was frustrated by having to teach a

nationally set curriculum, which meant teaching material
that I saw as having little value or relevance to students,
and by not having control of the evaluation of my students.
I was also frustrated with my attempts to change students’
thinking. What I thought was important, students often
either had no interest in, or else they refused to change
their views. My clearest memory of the latter situation was
in trying to convince a group of women business studies
students that women are discriminated against.
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My one year teaching exchange to the U.S.A. gave me a
whole new perspective on my teaching. For the first time I
had the freedom to think about what I wanted to teach.

I

still experienced the same problem of my agenda clashing
with the needs and interests of the students.

It was this

tension that in part led me to my interest in "humanistic
education" and the importance of addressing my own self
awareness.
In terms of my own educational experience as a student,
it was not until the final year of my undergraduate degree
course that I felt something clicked for me in my education.
It was in studying sociology, that I began to learn about
other people’s lives and to see the connection to my own
life.

For most of the time during my undergraduate work I

had little sense of direction. My only concern was with
"doing well." I was academically very able but inwardly
fairly lost.

I can remember coming to the end of my degree

course and having to figure out what I was going to do with
my life.

I particularly remember talking with my tutor about

joining the army and her asking me "have you ever thought
about killing someone?" I never had.

I was dumbstruck.

I was

attracted to the army by the sense of security, of being
part of a larger community, of playing sports and the
travel.

It was a hard time for me in my life.

I was

fortunate to be able to continue studying sociology for a
Masters degree.
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As a doctoral student I was often wondering why I had
to learn what the teacher defined as important. Why did the
teacher never ask us what we thought was important or
address the knowledge and experiences that the students
brought to the class? I continually wondered if I would ever
reach the point of being acknowledged as a human being who
had something to offer,

rather than being treated as a

"blank slate." I was able to integrate my experience as a
graduate student with some of the critical theories of
education that I knew from teaching sociology.
It is only in recent years, through my involvement in a
Re-evaluation Counselling class, that I have begun to piece
together some important parts of my high school experience.
From the ages of eleven to eighteen I went to an all boys
Grammar school, a selective, state financed school

in

England. One of the pieces that stuck out in my memory about
high school, was that since the day of my last exam I had
never returned to the school and I had lost all contact with
my school friends. On occasions when I thought about this,

I

always saw it in a positive light as a sign of my own
strength and independence;

I did not need other people and I

was not bound by the past.

I now see my high school

experience as being one of the most painful periods in my
life, one which only now I have been able to deal with.

It

was not out of strength that I never returned, but out of
hurt.
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I look back on this seven years of my education, of
studying physics, chemistry, biology, french,

latin,

history, geography, math, english, art and woodwork and
wonder what I got out of it. For most of the subjects, all
the material that I was required to rote learn has meant
nothing to me.

From the ages of sixteen to eighteen, my

education consisted of studying three subjects, math,
further math, and economics. None of my high school
education addressed what was going on for me in my life, or
helped me make any sense of my life.

I knew about the

composition of molecules or latin verbs or Pythagoras’s
theorem,

but who I was never figured as proper subject

matter for study.

I accepted the helplessness, of coming to

school to learn what others said I needed to learn. My
friends were in the same situation. My parents likewise
reassured me that what was happening was normal and expected
me to do well.

I believed that education was something to be

endured. The problem was me, my inadequacy for not knowing
what was going on or being smart enough to do well.

It was

only playing footbal1(soccer) that kept my spirit alive.
What was considered important or worth knowing at
school excluded anything about myself, anything which might
have been of relevance to helping me understand my own life.
I remember the absolute helplessness of not knowing why I
was studying this, what it meant, why it was important or
how to do it. Most of what I studied had no connection to
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anything outside of the classroom.

It was as meaningless to

me as it was to my parents, only they expected it to mean
something to me and for me to do well.

I depended on my

friends for my survival, to help me get the "right answers."
Yet my friends were my main competitors, the people that I
competed against to get the good grades.
miserably at the end of high school.

I failed my exams

It was only the

influence of a middle-class parent that got me into
University.
I remember the embarrassment of being asked to stand up
and to recite something in french in front of the class,
only the words would not come out and the teacher would not
give up. She probably felt she was helping me. She did not
realize that this was the first time anyone had asked me to
speak out in front of the class and this was not even in my
own language. For the seven years that I spent in the school
no one ever asked about me, about how I felt, or what I was
interested in studying, or what was going on in my life.

It

seemed almost by definition that schooling excluded anything
that might be of relevance to my life.
In reflecting on my own educational experience what
stands out for me is not so much the details of my
experience but my limited self knowledge. As an educator I
am struck by my own limited self awareness.

I believe that

my school experience is a fairly common one. Education is
still very much geared to knowledge of the external world
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with little value being placed on self knowledge. Students
have hardly any power to challenge the views of those in
positions of authority, or to require that education be made
relevant to students’

lives.

It might be argued that my own school experience as a
student, overly biases my research, that my experience as a
student makes me paint schools in a very negative light.

I

do believe that schools are places in which students
experience many hurts. Schools also offer many positive
learning experiences and opportunities for students to
develop close friendships. Because students are a relatively
powerless group I believe it is essential to pay attention
to any negative experiences. Without such attention it is
all too easy for these messages to become internalized, and
to have a negative effect on a student’s sense of self. The
goal of the research is for student teachers to become aware
of their own school experience, both the hurts and the joys,
and to reflect on the ideas, beliefs and self messages about
teaching and learning that they have internalized as
students.
It is as important for me as a researcher to be engaged
in self reflection as it is for student teachers.

I suggest

the danger is not that we identify our patterned ways of
responding, our biases, but to assume that we have none. As
a researcher I am aware of my own struggle and privileges as
a white middle-class, male.

I am also constantly aware of my
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struggle to trust my thinking and to feel that what I have
to say is important.
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